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Re:

Dear President Wesson and Honorable Councilmembers:

We are writing on behalf of our client BLDG Flores LLC (the “Applicant”). We 
urge you to deny the appeals filed to overturn the approval of a condominium 
project (the “Project”) at 118-126 N. Flores Avenue (the “Property”). The Project 
was approved by the Deputy Advisory Agency on March 10, 2017, and the Central Los 
Angeles Area Planning Commission (the “CAPC”) denied the appeal of the Deputy 
Advisory Agency’s decision on May 23, 2017.

This letter further supplements the administrative record and our previous 
correspondence on this matter. (See Glaser Weil Letter to Deputy Advisory Agency 
(January 31, 2017) (Exhibit A); Glaser Weil Letter to the CAPC (May 1, 2017)(Exhibit
B).)

The vacancy rate used by the City is based on substantial evidence 
and is the most reliable evidence available.

1.

The Deputy Advisory Agency determined that the vacancy rate in the Wilshire 
Planning Area is 6 percent, based on an analysis of data provided by the Department 
of Water and Power (“DWP”). Though Appellants John Henning, the Los Angeles 
Tenants Union, and Sylvie Shain (the “Appellants”) urge you to sustain the appeals 
because the vacancy rate determination is allegedly incorrect, in fact, professional 
Department of City Planning (“Planning”) staff has determined that this data is the 
most accurate and best available.

For the last ten years, the City has consistently used data from the DWP to 
determine vacancy rates for specific planning areas because it is the most reliable III
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data. (City Council Housing Committee Hearing 6/21/17 at minute 35:401.) On June 
21, 2017, the City Council Housing Committee discussed how vacancy rates are 
calculated for condominium conversions. In response to questions, professional 
Planning and DWP staff explained that the DWP provides the City with unit by unit 
data on electric meters for each planning area. Planning staff can extrapolate 
whether or not a unit is likely to be vacant based on whether the meter is idle.

“[T]he reason we relied on DWP in the past is that it is actually the only 
actual source of data that provides us, down really at the unit level, is 
actually the city's data that is able to help us determine exactly what 
kinds of the vacancy rate for both rental and home ownership, where all 
the other kind of data sources, whether you’re looking real estate 
companies that publish vacancy data or in American community survey 
or current population surveys, they all are simply surveys and they do 
tend to also lack or lag in time. For example the American community 
survey right now the latest data we have is as of 2015 and again it is 
about a 3 percent sampling. So these are some of the challenges in 
front of us is that there's not a good reliable data source for us. DWP 
really is the best source that [the City] relied on.” (Id. at minute 
35:01.)

Planning staff also explained why the DWP data is more accurate than other 
data, such as data from the Census or from the American Communities Survey. Door 
to door Census data is only taken every ten years. Thus, the last individual data on 
vacancy rates across Los Angeles is from 2010. Moreover, the Census data is not 
broken up by planning area. Interim year data, such as data from the American 
Communities Survey, is extrapolated from a sampling (typically, 1,000 units in the 
entire City) and is Citywide, not by planning area. (Id. at minute 36:43.) That data 
also lags in time. For instance, the American Communities Survey was most recently 
from 2015. (Id. at minute 35:29.)

Mr. Henning erroneously urges you to use Census data from the metropolitan 
area of Los Angeles. But, that data is not accurate for these purposes because: 1) it is 
not based on unit by unit information for the Wilshire Planning Area; 2) the quarterly 
data touted by Mr. Henning is nothing more than a small sampling2; and 3) it would 
have you make a conclusion about the 14 mile Wilshire Planning Area based on the

1 The June 21, 2017 City Council Housing Committee hearing may be accessed here: 
http://lacity.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=103&clipJd=17044. A certified transcript of the 
hearing will be provided to supplement the record.

2 See above and https://www.census.gov/housing/hvs/index.html; 
https://www.census.gov/housing/hvs/files/qtr117/source_17q1 .pdf attached. (Exhibit D.)
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4,848 square mile metropolitan Los Angeles area. Such a conclusion would be 
unscientific and unsupported by substantial evidence.

Finally, the Project is entitled to proceed in accordance with the plans and 
policies, including the vacancy rate data, in effect at the time the application was 
deemed complete (October 17, 2016)3. Los Angeles Municipal Code (“LAMC”) Section 
17.15.C.1 states that “The approval or conditional approval of a vesting tentative map 
snail confer a vested right to proceed with development in substantial compliance 
with the ordinances, policies and standards in effect on the date the application is 
deemed complete...” Thus, it is appropriate to use the DWP data.

For all of the foregoing reasons, and as set forth in our previous 
correspondence, the proposed alternative findings cannot be made as the vacancy 
rate is above five percent based upon the most reliable City data. If the appeals were 
sustained based on these findings (or any of the other find ngs put forth by Mr. 
Henning), such findings would be based on bias against the Project and the Applicant, 
not on substantial evidence. Therefore, the appeals cannot be upheld on this basis, 
and the Project should be approved.

2. It is improper to sustain the appeals based solely on any finding 
regarding the vacancy rates.

Mr. Henning urges you to sustain the appeals based solely on a finomg that the 
vacancy rate in the Wilshire Planning Area is below five percent. This is a blatant 
misstatement of the requirements of LAMC Section 12.95.F,6. That section states:

“[T]he Advisory Agency may approve a tentative map or preliminary 
parcel map for a residential or residential to commercial/mdustrial 
conversion project, unless it makes both of the following findings: (1) 
the vacancy rate of the planning area in which the property is located is 
five percent or less, and (2) the cumulative effect of the rental housing 
market in the planning area of successive residential or residential to 
commercial/industrial conversion projects (past, present and future) is 
significant.” (Emphasis added.)

Thus, the plain language of LAMC Section 12.95.F,6 requires the City to make 
both a finding regarding the vacancy rate and a finding regarding the cumulative 
impacts of successive convers on projects. Sustaining the appeals based solely on the 
vacancy rate would directly contravene the plain language of the LAMC, would be 
based on bias, and would subiect the City to significant legal liability.

: As a matter of law, the application was actually deemed complete on July 9. 2017 pursuant to 
the Permit Streaming
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Indeed, in the last ten years, the City has approved 31 cases (out of 67 
approved condominium cases), even when it found that the vacancy rate was below 
five percent. (Exhibit C.) Thus, it is not unusual for the City to approve condominium 
conversions, even when the vacancy rate is below five percent.

Regardless of the vacancy rate, there is no significant cumulative 
effect to the rental housing market in the Wilshire Planning Area of successive 
residential conversion projects (past, present and future).

There is no substantial evidence that condominium conversions have created a 
significant impact in the Wilshire Planning Area, quite the contrary. Mr. Henning’s 
bald statements otherwise are pure speculation, unsupported by any facts4.

3.

In reality, a small number of condominium conversions have been filed, much 
less approved, Citywide in recent years. Our research shows that only eight 
residential condominium conversions were filed Citywide in the last five years. 
Planning staff has indicated that only five cases have been filed in Council District 5 
(which is larger than the Wilshire Planning Area) in the last ten years. The plain facts 
show that there are few rental units that have been converted to condominiums, such 
that there is no substantial evidence of a cumulative impact.

There is also no cumulative impact based on the other factors listed in LAMC 
Section 12.95.F,6. And, a finding of a cumulative impact must be based on all 
required findings, none of which can be made here. First, the Applicant’s original 
intent was to demolish the existing buildings and develop a small lot subdivision 
project. However, Mr. Henning’s client applied to have the Property be designated as 
a Historic Cultural Monument (“HCM”). Thereafter, the City designated the Property 
as an HCM. This occurred well after the Applicant legally complied with the Ellis Act. 
Thus, by the time the Applicant opted to, instead, go forward with the Project, no 
tenants remained at the Property. All tenants were paid relocation fees (the amount 
required by the City or, in some cases, much more).

Based on this history, several of the factors relating to the cumulative impact 
are irrelevant. Specifically, factors (a) (the number of tenants who are willing and 
able to purchase a unit), and (d) (the adequacy of the relocation plan) are immaterial 
since no tenants reside in the building. Similarly, a single determination by the 
Deputy Advisory Agency does not create precedent. The City’s approval of this 
conversion, based on these specific facts creates no precedent as to whether other 
buildings - historic or otherwise - should be converted based on their specific facts.

4 Mr. Henning’s argument that the City should reach back to 2015 to analyze cumulative 
impacts is also inconsistent with his argument that “findings are made concurrent with the 
determination on the underlying case.” This is one of many inconsistencies that undermine his 
arguments.
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There are no other factors pertinent to the determination of a cumulative 
impact.5 While Mr. Henning would have the City Council believe this matter will 
invite similar conversions of HCMs throughout the City, no evidence supports that 
statement. Instead, Mr. Henning admits that there are zero proposed condominium 
conversions in the area, and he can cite to no proposed conversion of historic 
structures. If there are no other similar projects, then there can be no cumulative 
impacts. Therefore, no cumulative impact would result from Project approval as 
related to this factor (factor (e)).

The City Properly Waived the Parking Requirements.4.

The City correctly determined that no additional parking need be provided 
because for designated National Register, State, or City historic monuments, no 
additional on-site parking spaces need be provided, per Advisory Agency Policy No. 
2006-2 Multi-Family Parking Policy and LAMC Section 12.21-A,4(x). Moreover, no 
additional parking need be provided because the Project constitutes a change of use, 
pursuant to that same LAMC section.

Mr. Henning argues, without citation to evidence, that the Project is not a 
change of use. But, the LAMC and the Department of Building and Safety (“LADBS”), 
state otherwise. The LAMC defines apartments and condominiums differently. As 
such, the Project’s conversion from one use - apartments - to another use - 
condominiums - necessitates a change of use.

The LAMC defines an apartment as a dwelling unit, which is defined as “A group 
of two or more rooms, one of which is a kitchen, designed for occupancy by one 
family for living and sleeping purposes.” (LAMC Section 12.03.)

In contrast, LAMC Section 12.03 defines a condominium by reference to 
California Civil Code Section 783, which provides:

“A condominium is an estate in real property described in Section 4125 or 6542. 
A condominium may, with respect to the duration of its enjoyment, be either 
(1) an estate of inheritance or perpetual estate, (2) an estate for life, (3) an 
estate for years, such as a leasehold or a subleasehold, or (4) any combination 
of the foregoing.”

LADBS is tasked with interpreting the above LAMC sections, and their 
interpretation is that apartments and condominiums are separate and distinct uses.

5 Moreover, Mr. Henning makes an inconsistent argument with regards to the former tenants. 
With respect to cumulative impacts, he argues that the City should reach back to 2015 and analyze the 
Project as though the tenants still occupied the structures. Yet, when it comes to assessing the vacancy 
rate, he argues that the City should analyze the Project as though no tenants are in the buildings.
These arguments are legally inconsistent and self-serving.

5
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(See Planning Case File No. VTT-74328-CC-1A.) As such, the condominium conversion 
will constitute a change of use, such that it was appropriate for the Deputy Advisory 
Agency to waive parking requirements for the Project. No “de facto variance” has 
been granted, nor has the City exceeded its authority.

Finally, Mr. Henning’s argument regarding parking is specious. He argues that 
there is not sufficient parking for eight condominiums, yet he argues the building 
should be returned to the rental market as nine rental units, with the same number 
and type of parking spaces. Mr. Henning’s concern is not for the historic character of 
the buildings; it is to obstruct the Project for any reason.

The Project is consistent with the General Plan.5.

As analyzed in detail in our May 1, 2017 letter, the Project is consistent with 
the Wilshire Community Plan (“WCP”). (Exhibit B, pp. 11-12.) The Project will be 
consistent with the purposes and goals of the WCP, including Objective 1-3, as it will 
enhance, not degrade, the historic character of the buildings by restoring the units 
rather than allowing them to continue to decline. Indeed, the newly formed home 
owners association will ensure that these buildings are maintained as contributors to 
the community and to the potential Beverly Square historic district. Moreover, the 
Project will offer ownership as an option in a neighborhood characterized by rental 
units, and maintain the existing buildings’ configuration and form so as to ensure 
contiguity with the existing neighborhood, in compliance with Wilshire Planning Area 
Objective 1-1.

For all of the foregoing reasons, and as set forth in previous correspondence, 
the proposed alternative findings cannot be made as the Project is consistent with the 
General Plan.

The Project plans meet the standards for a condominium conversion.

As analyzed in detail in our May 1, 2017 letter, the Project plans meet the 
application requirements for residential conversion projects set forth in LAMC section
12.95.2.D. (Exhibit B, pp. 14-15.) The Appellants make incorrect claims with regard to 
the Project plans, all of which are without merit. As an example, Mr. Henning claims 
the parking plan is not dimensioned, whereas there are eight total car garages and 
the stalls within each are dimensioned.

6.

For all of the foregoing reasons, and as set forth in previous correspondence, 
the proposed alternative findings cannot be made as the Project plans meet the 
standards for a condominium conversion.

6
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he Project is exempt from CEOA.

Relying purely on speculation, the Appellants claim that the Project would 
jeopardize the “underlying historic resources” and that the City’s reliance on a 
Categorical Exemption is inappropriate, "he Appellants failed to meet their burden of 
proof to demonstrate that the City should not rely upon a Categorical Exemption, and 
substantial evidence supports the City’s determination that a Class 1, Section (10) and 
Class 32 exemption apply to the Project.

The Advisory Agency properly determined that the condominium conversion is 
exempt as a Class 1, Existing Facility, (10) division of existing multiple family 
residence units into condominiums. As discussed in detail in our May 1, 2017 letter, it 
cannot be readily perceived that the Project would have a significant impact on the 
environment. (Exhibit B, pp. 5-9.) Specifically, the Project will not have an impact on 
historic resources because the LAMC requires any alterations to the interiors must be 
approved by the City and must follow the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for 
Rehabilitation (codified in 36 CFR 67) (the “Secretary’s Standards”), which are 
incorporated fully herein, or must otherwise show that the alteration “protects and 
preserves the architectural qualities and the physical characteristics that make the 
site, building, or structure a designated Monument...” (LAAC § 22.171.14(a).) The City 
is the final arbiter for the renovations and ensures that these specific standards are 
met.

7.

Compliance with the LAMC and the Secretary’s Standards will ensure that the 
Project will have no significant impact. Such compliance is not “future mitigation” as 
Mr. Henning claims. The Applicant must comply with the law, and that law has 
specific performance criteria which must be followed. (Gentry v. City of Murrieta 
(1995) 36 Cal.App.4th 1359, 1395.)

The Project is also exempt because it falls within the infill exemption (Class 
32) and is not barred by one of the exceptions in CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2.6 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2 lists exemptions which render a project ineligible for 
a Categorical Exemption, deluding whether there is a reasonable probability that the 
activity will have a sign.ficant effect on the environment due to unusual 
circumstances. Here, there is neither a reasonable probability, nor can it be readily 
perceived, that the Project would have a significant effect on the environment, due 
to unusual circumstances or otherwise.

In Berkeley Hillside Preservation v. City of Berkeley (2015) 60 Cal.4th 1086, 
1105 (“Berkeley Hillside”), the Supreme Court of California extensively discussed the 
test to determine whether the unusual circumstances exception appues to a lead 
agency’s determination that a project is exempt from CEQA:

6 CEOA Guidelines § 15061.
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“In the first alternative, ... a challenger must prove both unusual 
circumstances and a significant environmental effect that is due to those 
circumstances. In this method of proof, the unusual circumstances relate to 
some feature of the project that distinguishes the project from other features 
in the exempt class.” (Citizens for Environmental Responsibility v. State ex 
rel. 14th Dist. Ag. Assn. (2015) 242 Cal.App.4th 555, 574 (“Citizens”) citing 
Berkeley Hillside, 60 Cal.4th at 1105. )

The Court also stated “Once an unusual circumstance is proved under this 
method, then the ‘party need only show a reasonable possibility of a significant effect 
due to that unusual circumstance.’” (Id.) Whether or not the project presents unusual 
circumstances is a question of fact subject to the substantial evidence test. (Berkeley 
Hillside, supra, 60 Cal.4th at 1114.)

In the second alternative, a challenger “may establish an unusual circumstance 
with evidence that the project will have a significant environmental effect.”
(Berkeley Hillside, supra, 60 Cal.4th at p. 1105.) “When it is shown ‘that a project 
otherwise covered by a categorical exemption will have a significant environmental 
effect, it necessarily follows that the project presents unusual circumstances.” (Id. at 
pp. 1105-06, italics omitted.) “A challenger must establish more than just a fair 
argument that the project will have a significant environmental effect. A party 
challenging the exemption, must show that the project will have a significant 
environmental impact.” (Citizens, supra, 242 Cal.App.4th at 576 [emphasis added].) 
The information provided by Mr. Henning does not meet either test.

The Appellants provide no substantial evidence that the Project has some 
characteristic or feature that distinguishes it from other projects in the exempt class, 
such as its size or location. (Berkeley Hillside, supra, 60 Cal.4th at p. 1105, 1114.)
The Property is substantially similar to other buildings in the area within the same 
exempt classes. Class 1 consists of existing facilities, including interior alterations and 
“division of existing multiple family or single-family residences into common-interest 
ownership... where no physical changes occur which are not otherwise exempt.” The 
buildings are existing multi-family structures which will be converted to condominium 
units. The Project is the very epitome of “existing” facilities and is similar in size and 
type to other existing buildings within the Beverly Square area (the area from Croft 
Avenue to Harper Avenue with Beverly Boulevard to the north and Third Street to the 
south).

Mr. Henning argues that the unusual circumstance is that the Property is an 
HCM. But this argument is unavailing because all historic buildings are not alike and 
cannot be compared with each other since they differ in use, size, type, and history. 
The other projects within Class 1 are existing facilities, not historic buildings. That is 
the means for comparison. (Berkeley Hillside, supra, 60 Cal.4th at p. 1105; accord, 
Voices for Rural Living v. El Dorado Irr. Dist. (2012) 209 Cal.App.4th, 1096, 1109,

8
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( ‘whether a circumstance is “unusual ” is judged relative to the typical circumstances 
related to an otherwise typically exempt project” [internal citations omitted].) Even 
if .t were comparable to other historic buildings, then it is still not unusual. There are 
many historic buildings in the neighborhood, thus making this normal for the area.

Even if Mr. Henning’s arguments constituted substantial evidence of unusual 
circumstances, which they do not, they do not provide a fair argument of a significant 
impact, much less show that the Project will result in a significant impact. Mr.
Henning alleges - without even a shred of evidence - that physical alterations will 
occur that will create a significant impact. Indeed, f.he interiors were substantially 
altered prior to the HCM designation.

The Applicant is not required to disclose tenant information or 
provide notice to former tenants regarding purchase rights and public hearings.

Mr. Henning again speculates and reaches tne incorrect conclusion regarding 
the occupants of the building. As documented in the affidavits submitted to the City, 
those occupants own an interest in BLDG Flores LLC and pay no rent. There is nothing 
inconsistent about the information provided to the City at the CAPC or in writing on 
this ssue. (Exhibit B, pp. 12-13.)

In sum, this letter further supplements our previous correspondence on this 
matter comprised of substantial evidence and thorough analysis of the Appellants’ 
baseless allegations. Our previous correspondence fully accounts for all of the 
reoeated assertions made by tne Appellants not addressed herein.

he Appellants have been on a crusade to stop the Project for years, despite 
the better judgment of the Deputy Advisory Agency and the CAPC. For all of the 
reasons herein described, the appeals should be denied and the decisions of the 
Deputy Advisory Agency and the CAPC upheld.

Sincerely yours,

8.

ELISA L. PASTER

of GLASER WEIL FINK HOWARD AVCHEN & SHAPIRO LLP

ELP:elp
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Enclosures

cc: Jane Choi
Kevin Golden
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Glaser Weil 10250 Constellation Blvd. 
19th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90067 
310.553.3000 TEL 
310.556.2920 FAX

Elisa L. Paster

January 31, 2017 Direct Dial
310.556.7855 
Direct Fax 
310.843.2655 
Email
epaster@glaserweil.com

VIA E-MAIL AND FIRST CLASS MAIL

Kevin Golden
Deputy Advisory Agency
Los Angeles Department of City Planning
200 North Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012
c/o Amanda Briones
amanda.briones@lacity.org

VTT-74328-CCRe:

Dear Mr. Golden:

We are writing on behalf of our client BLDG Flores LLC (the "Applicant") regarding the 
proposed condominium conversion (Case No. VTT-74328-CC) (the "Project") at 118-126 North 
Flores Street (the "Property"). The Applicant proposes an eight unit condominium project at the 
Property, which is a designated Historic Cultural Monument (HCM).

This letter responds to John A. Henning's January 11, 2017 letter ("Henning Letter") 
opposing the Project and provides additional information to be submitted into the 
Administrative Record for this matter. The Henning Letter provides no evidence, substantial or 
otherwise, to reject the Project. It is a thinly veiled personal attack on the Applicant, consistent 
with Mr. Henning's previous attacks on Applicant's other projects. This is obvious since Mr. 
Henning has submitted other documents to the City (including the HCM nomination 
application) which unmistakably belie his arguments here, and because the Henning Letter is 
full of contradictions and half-truths.

We respectfully request that the Advisory Agency approve the Project.

1. The vacancy rate in the Wilshire Community Plan area is over five percent.

The Henning Letter misinterprets the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) requirements 
related to approval of a condominium map. Specifically, the Henning Letter states that the City 
must deny the Project if it makes a finding that the vacancy rate is below five percent. In fact, 
the City may deny a condominium project only if it makes both a finding related to vacancy and 
a finding related to cumulative impact. Neither finding can be made here.

TIT MERITAS LAW FIRMS WORLDWIDE
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LAMC §12.95.2.F.6 states:

After considering the following criteria, the Advisory Agency may approve a tentative 
map or preliminary parcel map for a residential or residential to commercial/industrial 
conversion project, unless it makes both of the followinfi findinas: (1) the vacancy rate 
of the planning area in which the property is located is five percent or less, and (2) the 
cumulative effect of the rental housing market in the planning area of successive 
residential or residential to commercial/industrial conversion projects (past, present and 
future) is significant. (Emphasis added.)

The City Planning Department, the department with the best expertise to implement 
this section, used its professional judgment in calculating the vacancy rate for the Wilshire Plan 
Area. Mr. Henning questions the Department's numbers, but cites to no specific credible 
evidence to counter the City's finding. Instead, Mr. Henning cites to general figures for the 
entire Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim Metropolitan Statistical Area1 (4,848 square miles2 as 
opposed to the approximately 14 square mile Wilshire Plan area3) and a general news story.
But, even if this evidence were applicable to the Wilshire Plan area, which it is not, it would still 
not be compelling because this is not a battle of facts or experts. The City need only 
demonstrate that there is evidence to support its decision. Smith v County of Los Angeles (1989) 
211 Cal.App.3d 188,198 (defining substantial evidence as "enough relevant information and 
reasonable inferences from this information that a fair argument can be made to support a 
conclusion, even though other conclusions might also be reached.") The City has made its 
finding based on such evidence, and the evidence cited in the Henning Letter is immaterial.

2. Substantial evidence supports a finding of no cumulative impact.

The Henning Letter makes similarly unsupported statements regarding the Project's 
potential cumulative effects on the rental market. No substantial evidence would support a 
finding that the Project would result in a cumulative impact.

A finding of cumulative impact must be based on all of the following factors:

"(a) in the case of residential conversion projects only, the number of tenants who are 
willing and able to purchase a unit in the building; (b) the number of units in the existing

The chart Mr. Henning cites to refers to the area as “Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim.

2 https://www.census.gov/dataviz/visualizations/026/508.php.

Wilshire Community Plan at page 1-1.
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residential building prior to conversion; (c) the number of units which would be 
eliminated in case conversion occurred in order to satisfy Municipal Code parking 
requirements; (d) the adequacy of the relocation assistance plan proposed by the 
subdivider; and (e) any other factors pertinent to the determination " (LAMC §
12.95.2.F.6, emphasis added )

A finding that any one of these factors would not create a cumulative impact is sufficient 
for the City to find that a cumulative impact would not occur. (See Topanga Assn, for a Scenic 
Community v. County of Los Angeles (1976) 11 Cal.3d 506.)

As a preliminary matter, it is important to put the disingenuous statements in the 
Henning Letter into context The Applicant's original intent was to demolish the existing 
buildings and develop a small lot subdivision project. With the permission of the City, Applicant 
legally exercised its right to go out of the rental business pursuant to the Ellis Act and LAMC §§ 
151 22-151.26. The Applicant also submitted an application to develop the small lot subdivision 
m April of 2015. Soon thereafter, Mr. Henning and his clients submitted an application to the 
City to designate the Property a historic cultural monument (HCM), claiming that they wanted 
to save the structure for historic reasons. Thereafter, the City designated the Property as an 
HCM. This occurred well after Applicant legally complied with the Ellis Act Thus, by the time 
the Applicant opted to, instead, go forward with the Project, no tenants remained at the 
Property. All tenants were paid relocation fees (the amount required by the City of Los Angeles 
or, in some cases, much more)

Based on this history, several of the factors relating to the cumulative impact are 
irrelevant, despite the Henning Letter's objections. Specifically, factors (a) (the number of 
tenants who are willing and able to purchase a unit), and (d) (the adequacy of the relocation 
plan) are immaterial since no tenants reside in the building.

Only eight legal units - the same number as the Project - have ever existed at the 
Property4. The most recent certificates of occupancy, dated 1936 and 1937 and attached as 
Exhibit 1, state that eight units are permitted In 1949, a permit was issued for a 299 square 
foot "guest room." But. a guest room is not a dwelling unit and no permit was ever issued for 
an additional apartment at the Property. Instead, a previous owner of the Property illegally 
converted the "guest room" into another dwelling unit. Similarly, the registration for Rent 
Stabilization issued by the City's Housing and Community Investment Department (which is 
reissued every year) only shows eight units registered at the Property. (Exhibit 2.) Therefore,

4 The Henning Letter cites to Applicant’s Ellis Act paperwork which listed nine tenants at the 
Property. The illegal ninth unit existed and was occupied when Applicant purchased the Property in 
November 2014. Although Applicant was arguably not obligated to pay relocation assistance for the 
illegal unit, it did so anyway so as to comply with the letter and the spirit of the law.
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there is no reduction in the number of units at the Property and no cumulative impact would 
result from Project approval as related to factor (b) (the number of units existing in the building 
at the time of the approval).

No units are proposed to be eliminated for the purposes of complying with the LAMC's 
parking requirements (factor (c)). As discussed above, the Property is only permitted for eight 
units and the Project consists of eight units. Therefore, no cumulative impact would result from 
Project approval as related to this factor.

3. Reliance on a Class 1 Categorical Exemption is supported by substantial
evidence.

Without citation to any evidence, the Henning Letter states that the Project would 
jeopardize the "underlying historic resources" and that the City's reliance on a Categorical 
Exemption is inappropriate. Mr. Henning failed to meet his burden of proof to demonstrate 
that the City should not rely upon a Categorical Exemption, and substantial evidence supports 
the City's determination that a Class 1 exemption applies to the Project.

A project is exempt, inter alia, from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) if it 
is exempt by statute or falls within one of the applicable categorical exemptions and is not 
barred by one of the exceptions in CEQA Guidelines § 15300.2.5 CEQA Guidelines § 15300.2 
lists exemptions which render a project ineligible for a categorical exemption, including 
whether there is a reasonable probability that the activity will have a significant effect on the 
environment due to unusual circumstances.

In Berkeley Hillside Preservation v. City of Berkeley (2015) 60 Cal.4th 1086,1105 
("Berkeley Hillside"), the Supreme Court of California extensively discussed the test to 
determine whether the unusual circumstances exception applies to a lead agency's 
determination that a project is exempt from CEQA. "In the first alternative,... a challenger 
must prove both unusual circumstances and a significant environmental effect that is due to 
those circumstances. In this method of proof, the unusual circumstances relate to some feature 
of the project that distinguishes the project from other features in the exempt class." Citizens 
for Environmental Responsibility v. State ex rel. 14th Dist. Ag. Assn. (2015) 242 Cal.App.4th 555, 
574 ("Citizens") citing Berkeley Hillside, 60 Cal.4th at 1105. "Once an unusual circumstance is 
proved under this method, then the 'party need only show a reasonable possibility of a 
significant effect due to that unusual circumstance.'" Id. Whether or not the project presents 
unusual circumstances is a question of fact subject to the substantial evidence test. Berkeley 
Hillside, supra, 60 Cal.4th at 1114.

5 CEQA Guidelines § 15061.
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In the second alternative, a challenger "may establish an unusual circumstance with 
evidence that the project will have a significant environmental effect." Berkeley Hillside, supra, 
60 Cal.4th at p. 1105.) "When it is shown 'that a project otherwise covered by a categorical 
exemption will have a significant environmental effect, it necessarily follows that the project 
presents unusual circumstances." (Id. at pp. 1105-06, italics omitted.) "A challenger must 
establish more than just a fair argument that the project will have a significant environmental 
effect. A party challenging the exemption, must show that the project will have a significant 
environmental impact." (Citizens, supra, 242 Cal.App.4th at 576 [emphasis added].) The 
information provided in the Henning Letter does not meet either test.

The Henning Letter does not provide substantial evidence that the Project has some 
characteristic or feature that distinguishes it from other projects in the exempt class, such as its 
size or location. Berkeley Hillside, supra, 60 Cal.4th at p. 1105,1114. The Property is 
substantially similar to other buildings in the area within the same exempt classes. Class 1 
consists of existing facilities, including interior alterations and "division of existing multiple 
family or single-family residences into common-interest ownership... where no physical changes 
occur which are not otherwise exempt." The buildings are existing multi-family structures 
which will be converted to condominium units. The Project is the very epitome of "existing" 
facilities and is similar in size and type to other existing buildings within the Beverly Square area 
(the area from Croft Avenue to Harper Avenue with Beverly Boulevard to the north and Third 
Street to the south). Indeed, as noted in the staff report for the HCM designation (attached as 
Exhibit 3), this area "features an intact collection of architectural styles that are representative 
of the period." In his application to designate the Property as an HCM, Mr. Henning states:

"The paired buildings are also essential components of Beverly Square, a multi-family 
residential district built almost entirely during the 1930s that features a remarkable 
variety of architectural styles that are hallmarks of the period... There is perhaps no 
better example of this than Beverly Square, in which 90% of the original architecture 
remains..."

Because the City has clearly identified similar multi-family structures in the area, the 
exemption applies. "[T]he presence of comparable facilities in the immediate area adequately 
supports [an] implied finding that there were no 'unusual circumstances' precluding a 
categorical exemption." Bloom v. McGurk (1994) 26 Cal.App.4th 1307, 1316; see also San 
Francisco Beautiful v. City and County of San Francisco (2014) 226 Cal.App.4th 1012,1025.

Mr. Henning argues that the unusual circumstance is that the Property is an HCM. But 
this argument is unavailing because all historic buildings are not alike and cannot be compared 
with each other since they differ in use, size, type and history. The other projects within Class 1 
are existing facilities, not historic buildings. That is the means for comparison. Berkeley Hillside,
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supra, 60 Cal.4th at p. 1105; accord, Voices for Rural Living v. El Dorado Irr. Dist. (2012) 209 
Cal.App.4th, 1096,1109, ("whether a circumstance is "unusual " is judged relative to the typical 
circumstances related to an otherwise typically exempt project" [internal citations omitted].)

Even if the Henning Letter constituted substantial evidence of unusual circumstances, 
which it does not, it does not provide a fair argument of a significant impact, much less show 
that the Project will result in a significant impact. The Henning Letter alleges - without even a 
shred of evidence - that physical alterations will occur that will create a significant impact. This 
allegation is patently false.

CEQA Guidelines § 15064.5(b)(2) states that modifications to a historical resource would 
result in a significant impact if that historical resource is "materially impaired." That same 
section goes on to note that a historical resource is "materially impaired" if a project would 
demolish or materially alter "in an adverse manner those physical characteristics that account 
for its inclusion in a local register of historic resources..." Here, again, reference to the City's 
staff report for the HCM designation and the application filed by Mr. Henning for the 
nomination are instructive. The City determined that the Property is a "notable work of a 
master builder, designer or architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age." (Exhibit 
3 at 3.) The physical characteristics identified as significant include the "H-shaped site plan that 
creates a courtyard effect between the two buildings," the "pedestrian pathways... and 
communal open gardens," "private balcon[ies] and patio[s], stucco cladding on the first floor 
with decorative wrought iron grilles covering windows," and second floor walls "covered with 
wide width wood planking...[and] cantilevered balconies supported by decorative overhanding 
corbels." (Id. at 3.) The staff report also mentions the "Art Moderne horizontal wood casement 
windows," "shingled hipped roofs" and some interior elements such as hardwood floors, 
cabinetry and tile work. (Id. at 3-4.) The section of Mr. Henning's application entitled 
"Distinguishing Characteristics" also discusses the configuration of the "open courtyards," 
"pathways leading] through the garden area to unit doors which are tucked away into light 
columned side porticos," the location of the unit doors which "lends to the illusion that each 
building is actually a large single-family home" and the private patios. (Id. at 15.) The decision 
before this body - the subdivision - will not impact any physical details.

The renovation plans for the Property are still being developed, but one detail is final: 
they must done in accordance with the Secretary of Interior's Standards for Renovation, 
compliance with which will ensure no significant impact will occur. Any alterations to the 
interiors must be approved by the City and must follow those standards or must otherwise 
show that the alteration "protects and preserves the architectural qualities and the physical 
characteristics that make the site, building, or structure a designated Monument..." LAAC § 
22.171.14(a). The decision is the final arbiter for the renovations and ensures that these 
standards are met. CEQA Guidelines § 15064.5(3) also notes that a project that follows the 
Secretary of Interior's Standards "shall be considered as mitigated to a level of less than a
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significant impact on the historical resource." Therefore, there is no fair argument or 
substantial evidence that the Project would create a significant impact.

4. The City has properly applied the parking ratio.

The Henning Letter argues that the Project should have 16 parking spaces for eight 
units and that since only 12 spaces exist on site, that the Applicant should either reduce the 
number of units, modify the garages or obtain a variance6. None of these actions are necessary, 
since the Advisory Agency has the discretion to reduce the required number of parking spaces 
and because HCMs need not provide additional parking spaces pursuant to the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code.

LAMC § 12.21.A.4.X.2 states that no additional parking spaces must be required for an 
HCM in connection with a change of use. The City has determined that a change of use is 
occurring here, something that is well within its discretion. Friends of Lagoon Valley v. City of 
Vacaville (2007) 154 Cal.App.4th 807. The Henning Letter makes the simplistic argument that 
no change of use has occurred because both are "residential in nature." However, this misses 
the point because different regulations apply to multi-family dwelling units depending on 
whether they are rental or for-sale. Whilst the discretionary authority may require additional 
spaces, it need not do so.

Moreover, even if it were not a change of use, LAMC § 12.95.2.H.l.a allows the 
Advisory Agency to "increase or decrease the required number of parking spaces up to and 
including three-quarters of a space per dwelling unit where it finds that such modification is 
consistent with the purposes of this section." LAMC § 12.95.2.A sets forth a myriad of different 
purposes, with which the Project is consistent. Specifically:

• The Project will "promote greater individual choice in type, quality, price and 
location of housing" because the Project will provide higher quality of housing in 
the neighborhood and will allows individuals to own, not just rent, units within 
this area. The Henning Letter states, "the surrounding buildings and all buildings 
on the same block of N. Flores street are uniformly multi-unit rental 
apartments..." and the "entire Beverly Square area... consists of almost entirely 
of rental apartments." Thus, this Project will promote greater choice.

6 Mr. Henning also suggests that the Applicant abandon the Project and return the units for use 
as rental apartments. Strangely, however, Mr. Henning does not suggest that additional parking is 
necessary for those residents.
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The Project will "provide increased homeownership opportunities for all 
segments of the population" by offering ownership opportunities where they did 
not previously exist

The Project will "promote the safety of conversion projects and correction of 
Building Code violations" as the interior renovations occur.

The Project will "provide adequate off-street parking" because the Property is 
located in an area with significant walking, biking and public transit 
opportunities. Indeed, the City has determined that the Property is a designated 
Transit Priority Area. {Exhibit 4.) Further, the Property has a Walk Score of 88 out 
of 100 (attached as Exhibit 5) and the neighborhood was identified as the 5th 
most walkable neighborhood in Los Angeles. All of this type of information is 
routinely used by the City to reduce the number of parking spaces required for 
housing, something that is consistent with the Senate Bill 743 and the State's 
efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions Thus, having fewer than 2 parking 
spaces per unit is appropriate.

The Project is consistent with the Wilshire Community Plan, as discussed in more 
detail below.

Forcing the Applicant to reduce the number of units to accommodate additional parking 
would contribute to a declining housing stock, which would be impractical for this site (due to 
physical limitations) and would be contrary to the intent and purpose of the Condominium 
Conversion Ordinance.7 Requiring additional parking spaces would also be inconsistent with the 
HCM: the courtyard is one of the character defining features of the HCM, and no modifications 
should be permitted that would compromise its integrity. Thus, due to the physical limitations 
of the lot and buildings, the number of parking spaces cannot be increased.

Therefore, the Advisory Agency is well within its discretion to maintain 12 parking 
spaces on the Property.

7 The Henning Letter is internally inconsistent: it argues that the number of units could be 
reduced for parking reasons, yet argues that a loss of any units (he is only referring to the illegal unit) 
is contrary to the LAMC § 12.95.F.6. The Henning Letter argues that no modifications should be made 
because of the HCM designation, yet suggests that new parking should be added (presumably displacing 
a unit or disrupting the courtyard configuration). The letter contains numerous other inconsistencies. 
What this really demonstrates is that Mr. Henning’s opposition is just a personal attack on Applicant. 
Again.
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The Project is consistent with the General Plan.5.

The Project is consistent with the Wilshire Community Plan (WCP). Beginning at II-2, 
("Purpose of the Wilshire Community Plan"), the WCP identifies several purposes with which 
the Project is consistent. Most notably these include: "[ejnhancingthe positive characteristics 
of residential neighborhoods while providing a variety of housing opportunities", [pjreserving 
and enhancing the positive characteristics of existing uses which provide the foundation for 
community identity, such as scale, height, bulk, setbacks, and appearance", and "[ijmproving 
the quality of the built environment through design guidelines, streetscape improvements, and 
other physical improvements which might enhance the appearance of the community." The 
Project will enhance, not degrade, the historic character of the buildings, by restoring the units 
rather than allowing them to continue to decline. Indeed, the newly formed HOA will ensure 
that these buildings are maintained as contributors to the community and to the potential 
Beverly Square historic district. Moreover, the Project will offer ownership as an option in a 
neighborhood characterized by rental units, and maintain the existing buildings configuration 
and form so as to ensure contiguity with the existing neighborhood.

The Project will further implement the following specific goals, objectives, and policies 
of the WCP (beginning at III-3, "Land Use Policies and Programs, Residential"):

Goal: Provide a safe, secure, and high quality residential environment for all economic, age, 
and ethnic segments of the Wilshire community.

Objective 1-1: Provide for the preservation of existing quality housing, and for the 
development of new housing to meet the diverse economic and physical needs of the 
existing residents and expected new residents in the Wilshire Community Plan Area to 
the year 2010.

Policy 1-1.2: Promote neighborhood preservation in all stable residential 
neighborhoods.

The Project will preserve the existing structures and allow for ownership of units 
in a neighborhood largely characterized by rental units, thus providing for 
diversity of economic needs. Maintaining the existing structures provides stability 
for the neighborhood.

Objective 1-3: Preserve and enhance the varied and distinct residential character and 
integrity of existing residential neighborhoods.

Policy 1-3.1: Promote architectural compatibility and landscaping for new 
Multiple Family residential development to protect the character and scale of 
existing residential neighborhoods.
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Policy 1-3.2 Support historic preservation goals in neighborhoods of 
architectural merit and/or historic significance.
Policy 1.3.3: Promote the preservation and rehabilitation of individual residential 
buildings of historic significance.

The Project will restore and enhance the buildings, which will add to the integrity 
of the Beverly Square area. All of the renovations will be conducted in accordance 
with the Secretary Interior Standards for Renovation. The Applicant is dedicating 
significant resources to saving and restoring these buildings, ensuring that all 
character definition features remain intact.

In further attempting to attack the Project, the Henning Letter mischaracterizes 
language in WCP. The Henning Letter states that a "primary residential issue" is the "[njeed to 
preserve the existing character of residential neighborhoods while accommodating more 
affordable housing and child care facilities." However, this "Issue" is one of many Issues listed 
in the WCP. Moreover, "Issues" are not goals and policies. They are "[a summary of the] 
planning and land use issues and opportunities identified by residents, property owners, and 
business owners in the Wilshire Community Plan Area." Moreover, the Project does preserve 
the existing character of the residential neighborhood: it will enhance and restore the buildings, 
and help to ensure that a historic overlay zone remains viable.

Further, despite Mr. Henning's allegations, Goal 1 and Objective 1.2 do not "emphasize 
the need to protect existing rental housing." (Henning Letter at 11.) In both cases, "ownership 
and rental housing" (WCP at 111-2) are equally important.

For all of the foregoing reasons, the Project is consistent with the WCP and should be
approved.

The Applicant is not required to disclose tenant information or 
provide notice to former tenants regarding purchase rights and public hearings.

6.

The Henning Letter erroneously claims that the Applicant's proposal should be denied 
because the Applicant failed to disclose tenant information as well as provide notice to tenants 
of both a public hearing and their right to purchase a converted unit. LAMC § 12.95.2.D.A(b) 
does state that the party seeking to engage in a residential conversion project must provide 
tenant information including the "[n]ame and address of each tenant; total number of project 
occupants; length of tenancy; rent schedule for 18 months preceding the application; relocation 
assistance plan." This provision however, is inapplicable here, because the couple living at the 
Property are not "tenants," as that term is defined in the LAMC. Based only on pure 
speculation, Mr. Henning forms an incorrect conclusion.
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LAMC § 12.03 defines a tenant as "a person who rents, leases or sub-leases, through 
either a written or oral agreement, residential real property from another." The term for "rent 
however, is not defined within LAMC § 12; rather, it is defined within the applicable Rent 
Stabilization Ordinance ("RSO") at LAMC § 151.02. The RSO defines "rent" as:

"[t]he consideration, including any bonus, benefits or gratuity, demanded or 
received by a landlord for or in connection with the use or occupancy of a rental 
unit, including but not limited to monies demanded or paid for the following: 
meals where required by the landlord as a condition of the tenancy; parking; 
furnishings; other housing services of any kind; subletting; or security deposits."

Applying this definition here, the persons to which Mr. Henning refers do not rent, 
lease, or sub-lease the property because they do not provide any consideration whatsoever to 
the Applicant. Further, the Applicant has not asked or demanded for any consideration from 
these persons. These persons are simply allowed to live on the property free of rent and are not 
required to provide any services, bonuses, benefits, or gratuity to the Applicant in connection 
with their occupancy. Since they do not rent, lease, or sub-lease the Property, these persons 
cannot be considered tenants for purposes of the LAMC § 12.95.

Given this information, the Henning Letter's distinction between resident-managers and 
employee-managers is irrelevant. Here, where the occupants of the property are living in the 
building as a gift or favor, the Applicant need not disclose their names. To his credit, Mr. 
Henning does identify the possibility that the occupants may have been living in the building as 
a gift or favor; however, Mr. Henning incorrectly assumes that this was not the case. This 
assumption is simply incorrect.

Furthermore, since these persons are not tenants, there is no requirement that the 
Applicant comply with LAMC § 12.95.2.D.l.(c) (requiring that the landlord provide notice to 
tenants that they may purchase their dwelling unit) or LAMC § 12.95.2.E.1 (requiring 10-day 
advance notice to tenants for any public hearing).

Therefore, the Henning Letter's arguments in this regard are without merit.

The Applicant's Parking Plan meets the standards for a Condominium7.

Conversion.

The Henning Letter misapplies the Los Angeles Municipal Code in order to reach the 
incorrect conclusion that the Applicant's Parking Plan does not meet the Code's requirements. 
LAMC § 12.95.2.D sets forth the "Application Requirements" for "Residential Conversion 
Projects." 12.95.2.D.l.b.(l)(c) specifically requires that that the building plans, certified to 
accuracy by a licensed engineer, contain a "[pjarking plan, including the total number of spaces
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actually provided and the total number required if different from that actually provided; 
dimensions of stalls, aisles and driveways; locations of columns, walls and other obstructions; 
total number of covered and uncovered parking spaces and location and number of guest 
parking spaces."

Mr. Henning makes five incorrect individual claims on page 8 of the Henning Letter. 
Each of these claims is without merit.

(a) "There is no dimensioning of the individual 12 stalls.

There are eight total car garages (stalls), each of which contains clear labeling for the 
dimensions. Mr. Henning mischaracterizes the rule and, apparently, argues that the 
interior garage dimensions are not the same as stall dimension. This is a distinction 
without a difference.

(b) "Columns located at the entrances to the various parking spaces are not clearly shown or 
labeled, much less dimensioned."

The garages do not contain columns. Moreover, even if they were present, a careful 
reading of the statute indicates there is no requirement that the columns need be 
dimensioned.

(c) "Aisles are not dimensioned. Instead, a distance of 10 feet is shown to the property line, 
which obviously is not sufficient for a car to back."

The Henning Letter's assertion here is misleading. Both the length and the width of 
each aisle is readily available and visible upon even a cursory inspection. Further, Mr. 
Henning erroneously claims that the distance of 10 feet "obviously is not sufficient for a 
car to back." There is neither a requirement that the aisles of this HCM need to be any 
specific minimum distance, nor does the Henning Letter present any evidence in support 
of this claim.

(d) "No driveway whatsoever is depicted.

Among the Henning Letter claims regarding the Parking Plan, the assertion that the 
Parking Plan does not contain a depiction of a driveway is perhaps the most 
disingenuous. Factually, Mr. Henning is correct that the Parking Plan does not contain 
any information regarding the driveway. However, Mr. Henning conveniently does not 
offer the fact that he has himself admitted that there is no driveway. The HCM 
nomination drafted by Mr. Henning states, "There are no driveways leading into the 
property from North Flores Street." (Exhibit 3 at 16). It is disingenuous for him to argue
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that there is no driveway in one proceeding, while also seeking to claim that there 
should have been a depiction of a driveway in the Parking Plan. In offering this claim, it 
is clear that Mr. Henning has attempted to mislead the Department of City Planning.

(e) "In fact, the stalls are accessed from a shared alley, across an easement shared with other 
property owners on Flores Street and Sweetzer Avenue. None of this is depicted, much less is it 
dimensioned."

Yet again, the Henning Letter incorrectly utilizes an accurate fact in order to mislead. 
Although the stalls are accessed by a common alley, by its plain terms, the statute 
doesn't require indicating or depicting how the stalls and parking lot are to be accessed, 
whether and where an easement is involved in accessing the stalls, or the easement's 
dimensions.

Each of the claims in the Henning Letter related to the Parking Plan are without merit. 
Mr. Henning has no further basis on which to argue that the Applicant's proposal should fail 
due to deficiencies in the Parking Plan. Further, Mr. Henning's anemic arguments yet again 
reveal that the Henning Letter is a thinly veiled personal attack on the Applicant. Mr. Henning is 
simply seeking to grasp at even the most questionable of arguments in order to inconvenience 
the Applicant.

Economic feasibility is irrelevant to the findings for a Condominium8.
Conversion.

The Henning Letter discusses, ad nauseam, the history of the Property and economic 
viability, and urges the Deputy Advisory Agency to act outside its authority in this matter. The 
case before the Deputy Advisory Agency is a Vesting Tentative Tract Map for Condominium 
Conversion. LAMC § 12.95.2 clearly sets out the findings to be made by the Advisory Agency. 
Neither economic viability, Mr. Henning's opinion of Applicant's business model, nor Mr. 
Henning's opinion on how the Ellis Act should be enforced are relevant or appropriate for 
consideration. The Henning Letter is nothing more than a bullying tactic and is without any legal 
merit.

For all of the foregoing reasons, we respectfully request that the City approve the
Project.
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Sincerely yours,

ELISA L PASTER
of GLASER WEIL FINK HOWARD AVCHEN & SHAPIRO LI P

ELP:ep
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CITY OP LOS ANGELES 
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETTAddressyof 

Building* ..
PermitlJNo,
and Yeair ..
Certificate 
Issued ___

...IHM........

1M 19 49

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUJ'ANCV
15681..... NOTE: Any change of use or occupancy 

must be approved by the Department « 
Building and Safety.

This cerrtllle* that, so far as ascertained by or made known to the undersigned, the banding at above address 
complies with the applicable requirements of the Municipal Code, as follows: Ch. 1, as to permitted uses; Ch. 
9, Artss.ll, 3, 4, and S; and with applicable requirements of State Housing Act,—for following occupancies:

2 type V, 131 x 23* ttiHUioa of X «tt«
\tetm oj* 1st floor, U npwtnmt limiss).
»-?*>& _______________

Owner?
Keys*

Owneriis $q% 
Addresas w

go. O&Xlff*

-w-freetForm B»t05a—20M—12-48 G. E. MORRIS, Superintendent of Building By.
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES

%
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■ *C i.j j, Jv /pI •;A-11^'. 4
City of Los Angeles - HCIDLA
P.O.Box 17790
Los Angeles. CA 90017-0790

ERIC GARCETTI, MAYOR
RUSHMORE D. CERVANTES. INTERIM GENERAL MANAGER

■ill
' Registration Fee Recovery: The landlord may demand and collect a rental surcharge of twelve dollars and twenty-five 

cents ($12.25) from the tenant of the rental unit after serving the tenant with a 30-day notice. The surcharge may only 
be collected in June of the year in which the registration or annual registration fee became due and payable, provided 
that the landlord is not delinquent in the payment of the registration or annual registration renewal fee and has served a 
copy of a valid registration or annual registration renewal statement on the tenant of that rental unit.

Please visit the HCIDLA website at http://hcidla.lacitv.org or call us at (866) 557-7368 for information regarding the 
Los Angeles Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO).

Foreclosure Tenant Eviction Protection: Bank and other tenders who foreclose on an RSO property may not evict 
tenants merely because of the foreclosure. Tenants may only be evicted based on one of the grounds provided in the 
RSO {LAMC 151,09). The City Council extended this protection to all tenants in the City of Los Angeles through 
December 31,2015.

Rev 201403 1 8

CITY of LOS ANGELES
20142014 Statement of Registration of Rental Units

6552186
Pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code (L.A.M.C.) Sec 151.05, no landlord shall demand or collect rent for a rental 
unit without first serving a copy of a valid registration statement from the City of Los Angeies on the tenant of that 
rental unit. This registration statement, which is valid through April 30, 2015 attests that 4 out of a total of 4 rental 
unit(s), at the location indicated below, have been registered as required by law.

v

FOUR of FOUR rental units

APN: 5511009008 
LOCATION: 118 N FLORES ST

Qf1 A OAA/l QI AO A kiori c L_WO MiMOCL!_ DATE ISSUED: 3/24/2014
V'- 7

'A •
T v • VALID FOR: 5/1/2014 through 4/30/2015UNITS REGISTERED: 4..

Specific rental units are not listed on this certificate.

Under the current provisions of tie RSO, the maximum 
v; allowable renl increase is 3%The RSO does nol regulate rent 
~ increases for condominiums where the existing tenancy was 

■L established after December 31,1995.

Smoke detectors are orovided torSmoke Detectors: 
your personal safety. No person shall remove or render 
inoperable any required smoke detector except in case of

' 7
m'it % \emergency.

if <b

■■■■ •’•••-fe'-.l.
“ Tis:

;:R-’^7 "W'• v’-i> '
.....

7'■.' ^ .Is,m-'/jiv •••

http://hcidla.lacitv.org
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ERIC GARCETT1, MAYOR
RUSHMORE D. CERVANTES, INTERIM GENERAL MANAGER
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City of Los Angeles - HCIDLA
P.O. Box 17790
Los Angeles. CA 90017-0790

■ Registration Fee Recovery: The landlord may demand and collect a rental surcharge of twelve dollars and twenty-five 
cents ($12.25) from the tenant of the rental unit after serving the tenant with a 30-day notice. The surcharge may only 
be collected in June of the year in which the registration or annual registration fee became due and payable, provided 
that the landlord is not delinquent in the payment of the registration or annual registration renewal fee and has served a 
copy of a valid registration or annual registration renewal statement on the tenant of that rental unit.

Please visit the HCIDLA website at http://hcidla.lacitv.ora or call us at (866) 557-7368 for information regarding the 
Los Angeles Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO).

Foreclosure Tenant Eviction Protection: Bank and other lenders who foreclose on an RSO property may not evict 
tenants merely because of the foreclosure. Tenants may only be evicted based on one of the grounds provided in the 
RSO (LAMC 151.09). The City Council extended this protection to all tenants in the City of Los Angeles through 
December 31, 2015.
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CITY of LOS ANGELES
2014 -2014 Statement of Registration of Rental Units

6552183

Pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code (L.A.M.C.) Sec 151.05, no landlord shall demand or collect rent for a rental 
unit without first serving a copy of a valid registration statement from the City of Los Angeles on the tenant of that 
rental unit. This registration statement, which is valid through April 30, 2015 attests that 4 out of a total of 4 rental 
unit(s), at the location indicated below, have been registered as required by law.
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FOUR of FOUR rental units

APN: 5511009007 
LOCATION: 124 N FLORES ST

LOS ANGELES CA 90048
if::.-

Q/O/I/On-MDATE ISSUED:
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:’T
■

VALID FOR: 5/1/2014 through 4/30/2015UNITS REGISTERED: 4

. Specific rental units are not listed on this certificate.

. 'V Under the current provisions of the RSO, the maximum 
:• i allowablerent increase is 3%.The RSO does not regulate rent 
7 increases for condominiums where the existing tenancy was 

established after December 31,1995.

Smoke Detectors: Smoke detectors are provided for
your personal safety. No person shall remove or render 
inoperable any required smoke detector except in case of 
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MENDEL AND MABEL MEYER COURTYARD APARTMENTS

118- 126 Vz N. Flores Street 
CHC-2015-2491 - HCM 
ENV-2015-2492-CE

Agenda packet includes

O Final Staff Recommendation Report

2. Categorical Exemption

3. Under Consideration Staff Recommendation Report

4. ^Nomination

5. PCR Services Historic Resource Assessment

6. SWCA Peer Review of PCR Assessment

7. Letters in Support of Designation

8. Letters Opposed to Designation

9. Additional Information Provided by Applicant

Please click on each document to be directly taken to the corresponding page of the PDF.
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Los Angeles Department of City Planning
RECOMMENDATION REPORT

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION CASE NO.: CHC-2015-2491 -HCM 
EN V-2015-2492-CE

HEARING DATE: 
TIME:
PLACE:

September 3, 2015 
10:00 AM
City Hall, Room 1010 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 
90012

Location: 118 - 126 % N. Flores Street 
Council District: 5 
Community Plan Area: Wilshire 
Area Planning Commission: Central 
Neighborhood Council: Mid City West 
Legal Description: TR 10389, Lots 79 and 80

PROJECT: Historic-Cultural Monument Application for the
MENDEL AND MABEL MEYER COURTYARD APARTMENTS

REQUEST: Declare the property a Historic-Cultural Monument

OWNER(S): BLDG Flores, LLC c/o Matthew Jacobs 
755 N. Laurel Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90046

Abraham Schkalim 
P.O. Box 35334 
Los Angeles, CA 90035

APPLICANT(S): Steven Luftman 
124 N. Flores St.
Los Angeles, CA 90048

John A. Henning, Jr.
125 N. Sweetzer Ave. #202 
Los Angeles, CA 90048

RECOMMENDATION That the Cultural Heritage Commission:

1. Declare the property a Historic-Cultural Monument per Los Angeles Administrative Code 
Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.7.

2. Adopt the staff report and findings.

MICHAEL J. LOGRANDE 
Director of Planning

[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE] [SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]

Ken Bernstein, AICP, Manager 
Office of Historic Resources

Lambert M. Giessinger, Preservation Architect 
Office of Historic Resources

[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]

Shannon Ryan, City Planning Associate 
Office of Historic Resources

Attachments: Historic-Cultural Monument Application
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CHC-2015-2491-HCM 
118 — 126 Vi N. Flores St. 
Page 2 of 5

FINDINGS

• The Mendel and Mabel Meyer Courtyard Apartments are “identified with historic 
personages or with important events in the main currents of national, State or local 
history” as the home of Mendel Meyer, one of the most prolific builders in Los Angeles 
during the first half of the twentieth century. Meyer built and owned the subject 
properties and lived there from approximately 1936-1954.

• The Mendel and Mabel Meyer Courtyard Apartments are “a notable work of a master 
builder, designer or architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age” as an 
atypical example of the work of the design-build firm of Meyer and Holler. Traditionally 
recognized for their grand and themed theatres or large single-family homes, the subject 
properties are significant as a progression from Meyer and Holler’s usual work. The 
properties reflect the economic distress and struggles of the Great Depression and how 
the firm diversified its projects by building a low cost multi-family apartment with the 
same level of detail and workmanship as their more recognized buildings.

CRITERIA

The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument 
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon) building or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, such as historic structures 
or sites in which the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State or community 
is reflected or exemplified, or which are identified with historic personages or with important 
events in the main currents of national, State or local history or which embody the distinguishing 
characteristics of an architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style 
or method of construction, or a notable work of a master builder, designer or architect whose 
individual genius influenced his age.

SUMMARY

The Mendel and Mabel Meyer Courtyard Apartments were built at 124-126% and 118-122% N. 
Flores Street by Meyer and Holler, one of the City’s most well-known design and construction 
firms, in 1936 and 1939. The complementary subject properties are each two stories tall in the 
Minimal Traditional style with Monterey Colonial elements. Considering that they were 
constructed during the mid-to-late 1930s, during the latter years of the Great Depression, the 
buildings exhibit highly detailed construction and high quality workmanship. The properties are 
part of Beverly Square, a multi-family residential subdivision from 1928 on land that formerly 
served as a driving range. Developed almost entirely during the 1930s, Beverly Square (the 
area from Croft Ave. to Harper Ave. with Beverly Blvd. to the north and Third Street to the 
south), features an intact collection of architectural styles that are representative of the period.

The Mendel and Mabel Meyer Courtyard Apartments utilize an H-shaped site plan that creates a 
courtyard effect in between the two buildings. The units are accessed from Flores Street via 
pedestrian pathways into the communal open gardens, and each unit has a private balcony or 
patio. The wooden structures are primarily composed of stucco cladding on the first floor with 
decorative wrought iron grilles covering windows. On the second floor, the walls are covered 
with wide width wood planking and feature cantilevered balconies supported by decorative 
overhanging corbels. Original windows include Art Modeme horizontal wood casement
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CHC-2015-2491-HCM 
118 - 126 Vi N. Flores St. 
Page 3 of 5

windows. The shingled hipped roofs have wide overhangs on the front facades and even on the 
side fagades where details were usually minimal. Each building features a large chimney and 
many units have fireplaces. Intact interior elements include hardwood floors, decorative built- 
cabinetry, wood trim and plaster moldings, tile work, and some original light fixtures. Simple flat 
roofed and stucco clad garages are located at the rear of the property accessible from the alley.

The two buildings are similar, but they are not identical. By the time 118 N. Flores was designed 
in 1939, prevailing tastes had changed somewhat, and although numerous materials and details 
remained the same, many of the strong Monterey Revival elements found on the 124 N. Flores 
apartments (1936) were not repeated. Instead, 118 N. Flores incorporates greatly simplified 
Colonial details with modern accents, such as sweeping curvilinear stair railings and horizontally 
paned windows. It also has an additional unit that was built in 1948.

Mendel and Mabel Meyer owned and developed both subject properties and Meyer and Holler 
is listed as the contractor for the 118 N. Flores building. The Meyers also resided for many 
years in both buildings. Mendel Meyer is listed as the owner of 126 N. Flores on the 1936 
construction permit and 1938 City directories list the Meyers as residing there. After the 1939 
construction of 118 N. Flores, where the Meyers are listed as owners, the Meyers moved from 
one building into the other. The 1940 census and 1942 City directories list them as living in the 
118 N. Flores building. It is believed that the Meyers continued to reside at the property until 
1954 when they moved to Santa Barbara. Mendel Meyer died in 1955.

Originally called the Milwaukee Building Company, the firm was founded in 1906 by Mendel S. 
Meyer and Julius C. Schneider. Born in 1874, Meyer was the son of Samuel Meyer, a respected 
Jewish pioneer in Southern California. Schneider had recently moved to Los Angeles from 
Milwaukee. Phillip W. Holler, a real estate agent, joined the firm in 1908. Holler's son, Wesley C. 
Holler, a World War I veteran, joined the firm in 1929. Soon afterward, the elder Holler retired, 
and Wesley Holler became Meyer's partner, even though he was almost 20 years his junior.

In its infancy the firm built modest bungalows and in time evolved to build speculative and 
eventually custom homes in Mount Washington, Windsor Square, Santa Monica, Brentwood, 
Pasadena and other fashionable suburbs. After World War I, the firm increasingly used the 
name Meyer and Holler as it moved out of the homebuilding business and into large-scale 
commercial construction, by the mid 1920s they developed into one of the largest building firms 
in Southern California.

Using the “design-build” model that is common today, Meyer and Holler designed and built 
numerous apartment buildings, homes, hotels, banks, churches, and theaters throughout the 
greater Los Angeles area. By the mid-1920s, Meyer and Holler was established as the exclusive 
builders of Hollywood’s elite. Their work includes:

Grauman's Chinese Theatre, HCM #43 
Egyptian Theatre, HCM #584 
Petroleum Building, HCM #596 
Mount Washington Hotel, HCM #845 
Pierce Brothers Mortuary, HCM #574 
Charles Chaplin Studios, HCM #58 
Herivel House, HCM #370
Getty House, the official residence of the Mayor of Los Angeles
Culver Studios in Culver City
Henry Weaver House in Santa Monica
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cm'OF LOS ANGELES
Office of Historic Resources/Culturai Heritage Commission I

.» I

NOMINATION FORM [AMENDED 6/22/15]

1. PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION

Proposed Monument Name: Mendel &Mabel Meyer Courtyard Apartments Notable architect/builder 

| Other Associated Names: Beverly Square Multi-family Apartment Building

Council District: 5ZiP: 90048street Address: ns and 124 N Flores Street

community Name: Beverly SquareRange of Addresses on Property: 118-122 34 & 124-126 34 N. Flores St.

' Block: Lot: 80,79Assessor Parcel Number: 5511009008 etc | Tract: JR 10389 none

Identification cont'd: APNs 5511009007 and 5511009008 j
Natural
Feature

Proposed Monument 
Property Type:

Describe any additional resources located on the property to be included in the nomination, here:

Site/Open Space• Building ( ObjectStructure ■
„J

Two apartment buildings enclosing a courtyard garden

2. CONSTRUCTION HISTORY & CURRENT STATUS

Estimated Threatened?• Factual| Year built: 1936/1939 

j Architect/Designer: Mendel S Meyer / George J. Fosdyke

Private Development

Contractor: Meyer & Holler

j Original Use: multi-family homes I Present Use: multi-family homes

Unknown (explain in section 7)No (explain in section 7)Is the Proposed Monument on its Original Site? • Yes

3. STYLE & MATERIALS

I Plan Shape: H-shapedStories: 2Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

SECONDARYPRIMARYFEATURE
Type:CONSTRUCTION Concrete poured/precastType: Wood

Material: Stucco, smoothCLADDING Material: Wood clapboards

Type: GableType: Hipped, cross
ROOF

Material:Material: Composition shingleComposition shingle

I Type:Type: Double-hung Casement
WINDOWS

I Material: WoodMaterial: Wood

1 Style: HiddenStyle: RecessedENTRY

Type:DOOR Type: Paneled, unglazed French
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Proposed Monument Description and Statement of Significance

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination 
118 and 124 North Flores Street

A NEW DESIGN FOR LIVING... DRIVE OUT TODAY! 99

Advertisement showcasing Beverly Square from the Los Angeles Times 
9/13/19361 ... -

Introduction:

The Mendel and Mabel Meyer Courtyard Apartments were built at 124-126V2 and 118-122Vi 
North Flores Street in 1936 and 1939 respectively,2 3 on the site of a former golf driving range1 2 3 4 5 6 
that was developed during the Great Depression to accommodate the City’s emerging car culture 
and to suit the aspirations of newly mobile residents in the area now known as Beverly Grove. 
The buildings symbolize the rise and fall of Meyer and Holler, one of the City’s most celebrated 
construction firms during the 1920s, and the reinvention of the firm’s owner, Mendel Meyer, as a 
provider of housing affordable to Angelenos of modest means - ultimately including himself and 
his wife, Mabel.

Site Description:

The two complementary buildings are each two stories tall and originally comprised four units 
17each. 5 6 (A fifth unit was added to one of the buildings in 1948.7) Considering that they were 
constructed during the mid-to-late 1930s, during the latter years of the Great Depression, the 
buildings are remarkable for their detailed construction and for the high quality of life they 
provide to their occupants. The paired buildings are also essential components of Beverly

1 Advertisement, “A New Design for Living,” Los Angeles Times, September 13, 1936, Part V, 5 (Exhibit 17).
2 In 1936, LADBS issued a building permit for the nommated 4-family building at 124 through M6V2 N. Flores 

St., reflecting “Mr. and Mrs. Mendel Meyer” as “owner” and reflecting “none” as architect and contractor. City of 
Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Application for the Erection of a Building, Permit No. 9708, April 
24, 1936 (Exhibit 22).

3 In 1939, LADBS issued a building permit for the nominated 4-family building at 118 through 122 N. Flores St., 
reflecting “Mr. and Mrs. Mendel Meyer” as “owner” and reflecting “none” as architect and Meyer & Holler as 
contractor. City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Application for the Erection of a Building, 
Permit No. 5147, February 9, 1939 (Exhibit 25).

4 “Evolution... “Hammers Are Ringing,” Los Angeles Times, December 8, 1935, Part V, 7 (Exhibit 11).
5 City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Application for the Erection of a Building, Permit No. 

9708, April 24, 1936 (Exhibit 22).
6 City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Application for the Erection of a Building, Permit No.

5147, February 9, 1939 (Exhibit 25). ... ■ •
7 City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Application to Alter, Repair or Demolish and for a 

Certificate of Occupancy, Permit No. 15601, May 3, 1948 (Exhibit 26).

1
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Square, a multi-family residential district built almost entirely during the 1930s that features a 
remarkable variety of architectural styles that are hallmarks of the period.8

Between the late 1920s and the late 30s, Hollywood churned out endless epics depicting exotic 
locales, from the France of Marie Antoinette9 to Zorro's Spanish-occupied Los Angeles.10 The 
sets of these films affected domestic architecture in Los Angeles, transforming residential streets 
into a varied backlot of architectural styles.11 There is perhaps no better example of this than 
Beverly Square, in which 90% of the original architecture remains, much of which are fine 
examples of period revival structures from between 1929 and 1940. Here, French Norman 
multifamily buildings sit cheek tojowl with Cheshire half-timbered homes and Spanish hacienda 
(Spanish Colonial Revival) apartment blocks.12

The nominated structures are primarily designed in the rather uncommon Monterey Revival 
style, which is one of the few architectural styles that is native to California.13 Buildings of this 
type blend aspects of Spanish Colonial design with New England's colonial style,14 and were 
first introduced in Monterey, California in the late 1830's. 15

Often, the streamlined colonial attributes of Monterey Revival structures are labeled as Minimal 
Traditional.16 In an attempt to lure prospective buyers to buildings of this type, a 1935 
advertisement for Beverly Square quoted LJ. Burrud, who was best known for his innovative 
advertising work on the Hollywoodland development.17 Mr. Burrud summed up the style by 
saying, "The studio apartment idea has been efficiently developed in the new architecture of 
Beverly Square and both the modern and the Monterey type of design have been very 
successfully used to combine artistic effect with large, roomy, practical suite arrangements. „18

Both of the nominated buildings are wooden structures primarily composed of stucco cladding 
on the first floor with decorative wrought iron grilles covering windows. On the second floor, 
the walls are covered with wide width wood planking and feature cantilever balconies supported

8 Survey LA, Witshire Historic Districts, Planning Districts and Multi-Property Resources - 01/26/15, January 
26, 2015, 126.

Madame Du Barry (1934), IMDb http://www.imdb.com/title/ttOQ25443/ (June 11, 2015).
The Mark of Zorro (1920), IMDb http://www.imdb.com/title/ ttOOl 1439/ (June 11, 2015).
Merry Ovnick, "The Mark of Zorro: Silent Film's Impact on 1920s Architecture in Los Angeles," California 

History Vol. 86, No. 1 (2008), University of California Press in association with the California Historical Society 
(http://www.istor.org/stable/40495188), 28.

9

10
11

12 Survey LA, Witshire Historic Districts, Planning Districts and Multi-Property Resources - 01/26/15,122-130
(discussion of Beverly Square Multi-Family Residential Historic District).

13
Architectural Styles in Fullerton, Monterey Revival, Fullerton Heritage, 

http://www.fullertonheritaqe.org/Resources/archstvles/monterev.htm (June 11, 2015). 
http://www.fullertonheritaqe.org/Resources/archstvles/monterev.htm
Kirker, Harold. "The Larkin House Revisited." California History vol. 65, no. 1 (1986): 26-33.
Minimal Traditional Architecture, Antique Home, http://www.antiquehome.org/Architectural-Stvle/minimal- 

traditional.htm (June 15, 2015).
Mary Mallory, Hollywood Heights: LJ. Burrud: Hollywoodland Publicity Man and Western Adventurer 

(May 4, 2015), The Daily Mirror, http://ladailvmirror.com/2015/Q5/04/marv-mallorv-hollywood-heiqhts-l-i-burrud- 
hollywoodland-publicity-man-and-western-adventurer/ (June 11, 2015).

Contracts for New Structures Total $175,000," Los Angeles Times, December 15, 1935, Part V (Exhibit 12).

H
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by decorative overhanging corbels. Original windows include Art Moderne horizontal wood 
casement windows. The roofs are primarily simplified hipped shapes with wide overhangs in 
front and even on the sides of the building where details are usually very restrained. Above the 
roof, each building has a large chimney, one with decorative chimney pots. Interiors feature 
original hardwood floors, decorative built-cabinetry, original woodwork trim and plaster 
moldings, and some apartments retain the original period revival light fixtures. In addition, 
kitchens and baths exhibit elaborate deco tilework.

The two structures are complimentary and similar, but they are not identical. By the time the 
1939 structure was designed, prevailing tastes had changed somewhat,19 and although numerous 
materials and details remained the same, many of the strong Monterey Revival elements in the 
1936 structure were not repeated but were instead supplanted by greatly simplified colonial 
details as well as modernistic accents, such as sweeping curvilinear stair railings and horizontally 
paned windows.

Distinguishing Characteristics:

In addition to being compelling examples of rare multi-family Monterey Revival style buildings, 
both of the nominated structures combine to form a courtyard complex, which adds to their 
aesthetic appeal and liveability. Upon entering the communal garden space, one passes through 
the large street-fronting Kentiopsis palms and is surrounded by lush shade-loving vegetation 
such as Australian tree ferns, bird-of- paradise and Elephant ears. The buildings exemplify the 
architectural plan of Beverly Square as spelled out in a January 19,1936 article in the Los 
Angeles Times, which noted that "Each multiple unit is so placed on the site that open courtyards 
face each other to assure ample sunlight and air space."20

On the two properties, pathways lead though the garden area to unit doors which are tucked 
away into light columned side porticos, many of which retain their oversized and fanciful 
original lantern fixtures. Each unit entry door is discreetly located, which lends to the illusion 
that each building is actually a large single-family home and part of a neighborhood of gracious 
homes with large courtyard gardens. This effect helped 1930s-era apartment dwellers in Beverly 
Square to escape the perceived stigma of communal living21 and allowed them to assimilate 
smoothly into the neighboring low density single family districtsjust steps away north of 
Beverly Boulevard and south of Third Street.22 23

In addition to the large communal garden space from which all units enter, each apartment is 
complete with a small private patio or balcony, which is made possible due to the unusual El- 
shaped plan of each building.24 25 The public courtyard space is located in the cavity where the

19 http://www.antiquehome.orq/Architectural-Style/rninimal-tradilional.htm
"Building Activity in Residential Area Seen,” Los Angeles Times, January 19, 1936, Part V (Exhibit 14). 
Todd Douglas Gish, Building Los Angeles: Urban Housing in the Suburban Metropolis, 1900-1936 

(University Of Southern California, 2007) 146-148, 91, 93.
Sanborn map, Los Angeles, Volume 20, Sheet 2082 (1926)
Sanborn map, Los Angeles, Volume 22, Sheet 2221 (1926)
Sanborn map, Los Angeles, Volume 22, Sheet 2209 (1936)
Bird's eye aerial view of 124 N. Flores St. from Bing Maps https://www.binq.com/maps/ (Exhibit 3).

20

21

22

23

24

25

3

http://www.antiquehome.orq/Architectural-Style/rninimal-tradilional.htm
https://www.binq.com/maps/
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H-shaped plans meet to form an open block, and the private patios are located on the opposite 
sides of the buildings to the north and south.26 Each unit still retains the original French doors 
that open onto their private patio space.

There are no driveways leading into the property from North Flores Street. Instead, at the rear of 
the lots is housed a detached row of enclosed garages. These garages face a communal alley that 
is shared with all of the other properties on the same block of North Flores Street, as well as 
those on North Sweetzer Avenue, the next block to the east. This design reflects important 
changes that were brought on by the rise of the automobile in the early 1930s.27 Developments 
like Beverly Square were among the first to reflect the standardization of the garage unit as an 
element of the American home.28 This phenomenon disrupted the 19th-century idea of the 
isolated carriage house and replaced it with the modern ideal of suburbs centered around the 
automobile, 
most Angelenos.

29 30 which by the late 1920s was attainable by even people of modest means31 and by
32

The promoters of Beverly Square aspired to preserve what was good about residential 
architecture before the automobile, while at the same time discreetly accommodating the new 4
wheeled "residents" of multi-family neighborhoods.33 While the line of buildings along North 
Flores Street retained a uniform street setback,34 which encouraged communality in a manner 
similar to older subdivisions, the addition of garages in the communal alley created a secondary 
center of activity at the back of the lots, where cars entered carrying groceries or parcels from a 
recent shopping trip.

Beverly Square adopted the now-familiar model of clustering multi-family buildings around long 
commercial corridors, in this case Beverly Boulevard and Third Street, 
households of different means to co-exist side by side, some of whom had automobiles and some

35 36 This model allowed

26 Bird's eye aerial view of 124 N. Flores St. from Bing Maps https://www.binq.com/maps/ (Exhibit 3).
Robert Fishman, Bourgeois Utopias: The Rise And Fall Of Suburbia (Basic Books, 1987) 165, 171, 174. 
Survey LA, Wilshire Historic Districts, Planning Districts and Multi-Property Resources - 01/26/15,122. 
Survey LA, Historic Resources Survey Report, Wilshire Community Plan Area, January 23, 2015,15, 17, 18,

27

28

29

30.
30 Martin V. Melosi, The Automobile Shapes the City, Automobile in American Life and Society, University of 

Michigan (2005) http://www.autolife.umd.umich.edU/Environment/E_.Casestudv/E casestudy12.htm (June 19, 
2015).

31 Before World War I a car cost the average American worker the equivalent of 24 months wages. By the late 
1920s a car could be purchased for about 3 months' wages. Ben Wattenberg, The First Measured Century: 

Middletown: A Study in Modern American Culture, http://www.pbs.org/fmc/seqments/proqseq4.htm (June 19, 
2015).

32 By the 1920s, most Angelenos navigated the city by automobile. Survey LA, Historic Resources Survey

Report, Wilshire Community Plan Area, 30.
33 Advertisement, "Open House in Beverly Square," Los Angeles Times, May 10, 1936, Part V, 2 (Exhibit 16). 

City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, Application for the Erection of a Building, Permit 
No. 9708, April 24,1936 (Exhibit 21), 2 (noting "Variance granted by board of City Planning Comm, to permit 10’ 
building line now before City Council").

Survey LA, Historic Resources Survey Report, Wilshire Community Plan Area, 24.
Survey LA, Wilshire Historic Districts, Planning Districts and Multi-Property Resources - 01/26/15,122.

34

35

36
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Los Angeles is still not particularly walkable, but it is getting there! It’s now the 
thirteenth most walkable big city, according to Walk Score, which calculates these things 
based on access to neighborhood amenities like supermarkets, parks, and schools. Los 
Angeles has a score of 64 (out of 100), but its most walkable neighborhoods (obviously, 
statistically) do much better. Number one: Downtown, up one point to 93 from the last 
rankings in 2011. Despite the massive bikeification push under Mayor Villaraigosa, the 
city’s Bike Score is still only at 54; Transit Score is at 49.

http://la.curbed.com/2013/11/7/10178662/the-10-most-walkable-neighborhoods-in-los-angeles 1/2
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Walk Score

The 10 Most Waitable Ne^ixftx<Os in Los - CirteO LA

Rank Bike Score Population

36,194

7,654

91,542

28,577

47,150

27,263

21,910

91,142

144,481

30,422

. Name Transit Score

1 DgwntQwn

Chinatown

93 99 69

2 91 92 51

3 Koreatown 90 79 64

4 90 81 62

5 62 58
Harvard Hgighg6 86 70 61

7 86 51 56

86 80 56

9 Hollywood
Sawtele

86 64 61

10 85 47 71

• Los Angeles [Walk Score]
• The 5 Most and Least Walkable Neighborhoods in Los Angeles [Curbed LA]
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Glaser Weil 10250 Constellation Blvd. 
19th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90067 
310.553.3000 TEL 
310.556.2920 FAX

Elisa L. Paster

May 1, 2017 Direct Dial 
310.556.7855 
Direct Fax 
310.843.2655 
Email
epaster@glaserweil.com

VIA E-MAIL AND MESSENGER

Central Area Planning Commission 
City of Los Angeles 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012 
c/o etta.armstrong@lacity.org

Case No. VTT-74328-CCRe:

Dear Honorable Commissioners:

We are writing on behalf of our client BLDG Flores LLC (the "Applicant") regarding the 
proposed condominium conversion (Case No. VTT-74328-CC) (the "Project") at 118-126 North 
Flores Street (the "Property"). The Applicant proposes an eight unit condominium project at the 
Property, which is a designated Historic Cultural Monument ("HCM").

This letter responds to John A. Henning's April 19, 2017 letter opposing the Project and 
provides additional information to be submitted into the Administrative Record for this matter. 
This letter further supplements our January 31, 2017 letter, which responded to Mr. Henning's 
January 11, 2017 letter (collectively both of Mr. Henning's letters shall be referred to as the 
"Henning Letters").

The Henning Letters provide no evidence, substantial or otherwise, to reject the Project. 
They are riddled with personal attacks on the Applicant, consistent with Mr. Henning's previous 
attacks on Applicant's other projects. This is in keeping with Mr. Henning's previous 
submissions to the City (including the HCM nomination application) which unmistakably 
contradict his arguments here.

We respectfully request that the Central Los Angeles Area Planning Commission (the 
CLAAPC") deny Mr. Henning's appeal and approve the Project.

The City has the discretion to determine the vacancy rate, which for the 
Wilshire Community Plan area is over five percent.

1.

WMERITAS LAW FIRMS WORLDWIDE
1333004.1
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The Henning Letters misinterpret the Los Angeles Municipal Code (the "LAMC") 
requirements related to the approval of a condominium map. Specifically, the Henning Letters 
state that the City must deny the Project if it makes a finding that the vacancy rate is below five 
percent. In fact, the City may deny a condominium project only if it makes both a finding 
related to vacancy and a finding related to cumulative impact. Neither finding can be made 
here.

LAMC section 12.95.2.F.6 states:

After considering the following criteria, the Advisory Agency may approve a tentative 
map or preliminary parcel map for a residential or residential to commercial/industrial 
conversion project, unless it makes both of the following findings: (1) the vacancy rate 
of the planning area in which the property is located is five percent or less, and (2) the 
cumulative effect of the rental housing market in the planning area of successive 
residential or residential to commercial/industrial conversion projects (past, present and 
future) is significant. (Emphasis added.)

The Department of City Planning ("DCP"), the City department with the expertise to 
implement this section, used its professional judgment in calculating the vacancy rate for the 
Wilshire Plan Area. The DCP relied upon the most up-to-date data available from the Los 
Angeles Department of Water and Power ("LADWP"), which collects data on inactive power 
meters to indicate vacancy. DCP routinely utilizes this data because it can be narrowly tailored 
to within specific boundaries, such as the boundaries of the Wilshire Plan Area. DCP earnestly 
relied upon this narrowly tailored data to account for a vacancy rate over 5 percent.

In contrast, Mr. Henning would have DCP go above and beyond its rational and 
reasonable standard practice. He asks the City to instead rely upon US Census data that would 
seek to account for an area that is 4,834 square miles larger than the Wilshire Plan Area. Mr. 
Henning cites to general figures, not narrowly tailored ones, for the entire Los Angeles-Long 
Beach-Anaheim Metropolitan Statistical Area1 (4,848 square miles2 as opposed to the 
approximately 14 square mile Wilshire Plan area3) and a general news story.

The DCP should not accede to Mr. Henning's request to rely upon such expansive and 
varied information. Even if this evidence were applicable to the Wilshire Plan Area, which it is 
not, it would still not be compelling because this is not a battle of facts or experts. The City

1 The chart Mr. Henning cites to refers to the area as “Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim.

2 https://www.census.gov/dataviz/visualizations/026/508.php.

Wilshire Community Plan at page 1-1.

1333004.1
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need only demonstrate that there is evidence to support its decision. (Smith v County of Los 

Angeles (1989) 211 Cal.App.3d 188,198 (defining substantial evidence as "enough relevant 
information and reasonable inferences from this information that a fair argument can be made 
to support a conclusion, even though other conclusions might also be reached/')) The City has 
made its finding based on such evidence, and the evidence cited in the Henning Letters is 
immaterial.

Substantial evidence supports a finding of no cumulative impact.2.

The Henning Letters make similarly unsupported statements regarding the Project's 
potential cumulative effects on the rental market. No substantial evidence would support a 
finding that the Project would result in a cumulative impact.

A finding of cumulative impact must be based on aN of the following factors:

"(a) in the case of residential conversion projects only, the number of tenants who are 
willing and able to purchase a unit in the building; (b) the number of units in the existing 
residential building prior to conversion; (c) the number of units which would be 
eliminated in case conversion occurred in order to satisfy Municipal Code parking 
requirements; (d) the adequacy of the relocation assistance plan proposed by the 
subdivider; and (e) any other factors pertinent to the determination." (LAMC §
12.95.2.F.6, emphasis added.)

A finding that any one of these factors would not create a cumulative impact is sufficient 
for the City to find that a cumulative impact would not occur. (See Topanga Assn, for a Scenic 

Community v. County of Los Angeles (1976) 11 Cal.3d 506.)

First, some context for Mr. Henning's Letters is important. The Applicant's original intent 
was to demolish the existing buildings and develop a small lot subdivision project. With the 
permission of the City, the Applicant legally exercised its right to go out of the rental business 
pursuant to the Ellis Act and LAMC sections 151.22-151.26. The Applicant also submitted an 
application to develop the small lot subdivision in April of 2015. Soon thereafter, Mr. Henning 
and his clients in that proceeding submitted an application to the City to designate the Property 
a HCM, claiming that they wanted to save the structure for historic reasons. Thereafter, the City 
designated the Property as an HCM. This occurred well after the Applicant legally complied with 
the Ellis Act. Thus, by the time the Applicant opted to, instead, go forward with the Project, no 
tenants remained at the Property. All tenants were paid relocation fees (the amount required 
by the City or, in some cases, much more).

Based on this history, several of the factors relating to the cumulative impact are 
irrelevant, despite the Henning Letters' objections. Specifically, factors (a) (the number of

1333004.1
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tenants who are willing and able to purchase a unit), and (d) (the adequacy of the relocation 
plan) are immaterial since no tenants reside in the building.

Only eight legal units - the same number as the Project - have ever existed at the 
Property4. The most recent certificates of occupancy, dated 1936 and 1937, state that eight 
units are permitted. In 1949, a permit was issued for a 299 square foot "guest room." But, a 
guest room is not a dwelling unit and no permit was ever issued for an additional apartment at 
the Property. Instead, a previous owner of the Property illegally converted the "guest room" 
into another dwelling unit. Similarly, the registration for Rent Stabilization issued by the City's 
Housing and Community Investment Department (which is reissued every year) only shows 
eight units registered at the Property. The Applicant is well aware that rental units lacking a 
certificate of occupancy fall within the scope of the RSO (Carter v. Cohen (201) 188 Ca. App. 4th 

1038,1051), as was the case here with the illegally converted guest room, which was a part of 
the Ellis Act proceedings that the Applicant undertook. However, one unit does not create a 
cumulative impact, certainly not one that was not permitted and has no tenant occupying it 
currently. In sum, there is no reduction in the number of units at the Property and no 
cumulative impact would result from Project approval as related to factor (b) (the number of 
units existing in the building at the time of the approval).

No units are proposed to be eliminated for the purposes of complying with the LAMC's 
parking requirements (factor (c)). As discussed above, the Property is only permitted for eight 
units and the Project consists of eight units.

The "other facts" that the Henning Letter cites to are irrelevant. These units were legally 
taken off the rental market already; it is inappropriate to look back to the City's approval of the 
Ellis Act as part of this proceeding. Similarly, a single determination by the Advisory Agency 
does not create precedent. The City's approval of this conversion, based on these specific facts 
creates no precedent as to whether other buildings - historic or otherwise - should be 
converted based on their specific facts. Mr. Henning engages in pure speculation.

Finally, there are no other factors pertinent to the determination of a cumulative 
impact, as the Henning Letters imply. While Mr. Henning would have the CAPC believe this 
matter will invite similar conversions of HCMs throughout the City, Mr. Henning simply states 
his opinion unsupported by fact or evidence. The Henning Letters identify no other 
condominium conversion projects, much less conversion of historic buildings, past, present, or 
reasonably foreseeable, that, in combination with this project, would create an impact. That 
concept is fundamental; if there are no other similar projects, then there can be no cumulative

4 The Henning Letters cite to the Applicant’s Ellis Act paperwork which listed nine tenants at 
the Property. The illegal ninth unit existed and was occupied when Applicant purchased the Property in 
November 2014. The Applicant provided relocation assistance to all nine tenants.

1333004.1
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impacts. Mr. Henning's assertion in this regard is speculative. Therefore, no cumulative impact 
would result from Project approval as related to this factor (factor (e)).

Reliance on a Categorical Exemption is supported by substantial evidence.3.

Without citation to any evidence, the Henning Letters state that the Project would 
jeopardize the "underlying historic resources" and that the City's reliance on a Categorical 
Exemption is inappropriate. Mr. Henning failed to meet his burden of proof to demonstrate 
that the City should not rely upon a Categorical Exemption, and substantial evidence supports 
the City's determination that a Class 1, Section (10) and Class 32 exemptions apply to the 
Project.

The Advisory Agency properly determined that the condominium conversion is exempt 
as a Class 1, Existing Facility, (10) division of existing multiple family residence units into 
condominiums. It cannot be readily perceived that the Project would have a significant impact 
on the environment for the following reasons:

• The Project site is within a Transit Priority Area (TPA), established by Senate Bill 
743, for a project within one-half mile of a major transit stop. As such, the 
project is consistent with statewide objectives for providing housing around 
transit. Additionally, pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21099(d)(1), 
aesthetic and parking impacts of the project shall not be considered significant 
impacts on the environment.

• Notwithstanding the provisions of Public Resources Code 21099(d)(1), the 
Project would not result in aesthetic impacts because the footprint of the 
buildings will not change and the height of the buildings will remain the same.

• Notwithstanding the provisions of Public Resources Code 21099(d)(1), the 
Project would not result in parking impacts because the Project complies with 
the parking requirements of LAMC § 12.95.2,H,l,a.

• The Project must comply with the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance No. 
144,331 and 161,574 and any subsequent ordinances, which prohibit the 
emission or creation of noise beyond certain levels. The Ordinances cover both 
operational noise levels (i.e. post-construction), as well as any noise impact 
during construction. As a result of the project being required to comply with said 
ordinances, the project would not result in any significant noise impacts. •

• The Project involves the conversion of an existing nine unit rental apartment 
building into eight condominium units. Because the number of units is not
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increasing, there would be no increase in the number of trips generated at the 
site, nor attendant air quality, noise, or greenhouse gas impacts.

Any construction, the majority of which would be interior, must occur in 
accordance with all City, AQMD and other applicable guidelines. This will ensure 
that no air quality standards are violated.

The Project site is a designated Historic and Cultural Monument (HCM). Los 
Angeles Administrative Code § 22.171.14(a) requires that alterations to the 
Project site be conducted in accordance with the Secretary of Interior's 
Standards for Renovation. Therefore, based on the City's Significance Threshold 
for Cultural Resources and 14 Cal. Code Regs. § 15064.3, no significant impact 
would occur. This point is addressed in greater detail below.

Moreover, for all of the reasons set forth below, none of the exceptions to the 
exemptions apply which would remove the Project from the Class 1, Existing Facility (10) 
exemption.

The Project is also exempt because it falls within the infill exemption (Class 32) and is 
not barred by one of the exceptions in CEQA Guidelines § 15300.2.5 CEQA Guidelines § 15300.2 
lists exemptions which render a project ineligible for a categorical exemption, including 
whether there is a reasonable probability that the activity will have a significant effect on the 
environment due to unusual circumstances. Here, there is neither a reasonable probability, nor 
can it be readily perceived, that the Project would have a significant effect on the environment, 
due to unusual circumstances or otherwise.

In Berkeley Hillside Preservation v. City of Berkeley (2015) 60 Cal.4th 1086,1105 
("Berkeley Hillside"), the Supreme Court of California extensively discussed the test to 
determine whether the unusual circumstances exception applies to a lead agency's 
determination that a project is exempt from CEQA. "In the first alternative,... a challenger 
must prove both unusual circumstances and a significant environmental effect that is due to 
those circumstances. In this method of proof, the unusual circumstances relate to some feature 
of the project that distinguishes the project from other features in the exempt class." Citizens 

for Environmental Responsibility v. State ex rel. 14th Dist. Ag. Assn. (2015) 242 Cal.App.4th 555, 
574 ("Citizens") citing Berkeley Hillside, 60 Cal.4th at 1105. "Once an unusual circumstance is 
proved under this method, then the 'party need only show a reasonable possibility of a 
significant effect due to that unusual circumstance.'" Id. Whether or not the project presents

5 CEQA Guidelines § 15061.
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unusual circumstances is a question of fact subject to the substantial evidence test. Berkeley 

Hillside, supra, 60 Cal.4th at 1114.

In the second alternative, a challenger "may establish an unusual circumstance with 
evidence that the project will have a significant environmental effect." Berkeley Hillside, supra, 

60 Cal.4th at p. 1105.) "When it is shown 'that a project otherwise covered by a categorical 
exemption will have a significant environmental effect, it necessarily follows that the project 
presents unusual circumstances." [Id. at pp. 1105-06, italics omitted.) "A challenger must 
establish more than just a fair argument that the project will have a significant environmental 
effect. A party challenging the exemption, must show that the project wHI have a significant 
environmental impact." [Citizens, supra, 242 Cal.App.4th at 576 [emphasis added].) The 
information provided in the Henning Letters does not meet either test.

The Henning Letters do not provide substantial evidence that the Project has some 
characteristic or feature that distinguishes it from other projects in the exempt class, such as its 
size or location. Berkeley Hillside, supra, 60 Cal.4th at p. 1105,1114. The Property is 
substantially similar to other buildings in the area within the same exempt classes. Class 1 
consists of existing facilities, including interior alterations and "division of existing multiple 
family or single-family residences into common-interest ownership... where no physical changes 
occur which are not otherwise exempt." The buildings are existing multi-family structures 
which will be converted to condominium units. The Project is the very epitome of "existing" 
facilities and is similar in size and type to other existing buildings within the Beverly Square area 
(the area from Croft Avenue to Harper Avenue with Beverly Boulevard to the north and Third 
Street to the south). Indeed, as noted in the staff report for the HCM designation, this area 
"features an intact collection of architectural styles that are representative of the period." In his 
application to designate the Property as an HCM, Mr. Henning states:

"The paired buildings are also essential components of Beverly Square, a multi-family 
residential district built almost entirely during the 1930s that features a remarkable 
variety of architectural styles that are hallmarks of the period... There is perhaps no 
better example of this than Beverly Square, in which 90% of the original architecture 
remains..."

Because the City has clearly identified similar multi-family structures in the area, the 
exemption applies. "[T]he presence of comparable facilities in the immediate area adequately 
supports [an] implied finding that there were no 'unusual circumstances' precluding a 
categorical exemption." Bloom v. McGurk (1994) 26 Cal.App.4th 1307,1316; see also San 

Francisco Beautiful v. City and County of San Francisco (2014) 226 Cal.App.4th 1012,1025.

Mr. Henning argues that the unusual circumstance is that the Property is an HCM. But 
this argument is unavailing because all historic buildings are not alike and cannot be compared
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with each other since they differ in use, size, type, and history. The other projects within Class 1 
are existing facilities, not historic buildings. That is the means for comparison. Berkeley Hillside, 

supra, 60 Cal.4th at p. 1105; accord, Voices for Rural Living v. El Dorado Irr. Dist. (2012) 209 
Cal.App.4th, 1096,1109, ("whether a circumstance is "unusual " is judged relative to the typical 
circumstances related to an otherwise typically exempt project" [internal citations omitted].) 
Even if it were comparable to other historic buildings, then it is still not unusual. There are 
many historic buildings in the neighborhood, thus making this normal for the area.

Even if the Henning Letters constituted substantial evidence of unusual circumstances, 
which they do not, they do not provide a fair argument of a significant impact, much less show 
that the Project will result in a significant impact. The Henning Letters allege - without even a 
shred of evidence - that physical alterations will occur that will create a significant impact. This 
allegation is patently false.

CEQA Guidelines section 15064.5(b)(2) states that modifications to a historical resource 
would result in a significant impact if that historical resource is "materially impaired." That 
same section goes on to note that a historical resource is "materially impaired" if a project 
would demolish or materially alter "in an adverse manner those physical characteristics that 
account for its inclusion in a local register of historic resources..." Here, again, reference to the 
City's staff report for the HCM designation and the application filed by Mr. Henning for the 
nomination are instructive. The City determined that the Property is a "notable work of a 
master builder, designer or architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age." The 
physical characteristics identified as significant include the "H-shaped site plan that creates a 
courtyard effect between the two buildings," the "pedestrian pathways... and communal open 
gardens," "private balcon[ies] and patio[s], stucco cladding on the first floor with decorative 
wrought iron grilles covering windows," and second floor walls "covered with wide width wood 
planking...[and] cantilevered balconies supported by decorative overhanding corbels." (Id. at 3.) 
The staff report also mentions the "Art Moderne horizontal wood casement windows," 
"shingled hipped roofs," and some interior elements such as hardwood floors, cabinetry and 
tile work. (Id. at 3-4.) The section of Mr. Henning's application entitled "Distinguishing 
Characteristics" also discusses the configuration of the "open courtyards," "pathways leading] 
through the garden area to unit doors which are tucked away into light columned side 
porticos," the location of the unit doors which "lends to the illusion that each building is 
actually a large single-family home" and the private patios. (Id. at 15.) The decision before this 
body-the subdivision - will not impact any physical details, and Mr. Henning's misguided 
assumptions do not rise to the level of substantial evidence to the contrary.

Mr. Henning takes issue with what he characterizes as "mere promises" of mitigation 
measures in connection with potential renovation plans. Mr. Henning's vision of the future, 
while interesting, does not comport with reality. The Applicant is not making promises; it is in 
reality, complying with the law. While still being developed, the renovation plans for the
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Property must be done in accordance with the Secretary of Interior's Standards for Renovation. 
Compliance with these standards will ensure no significant impact will occur. Any alterations to 
the interiors must be approved by the City and must follow those standards or must otherwise 
show that the alteration "protects and preserves the architectural qualities and the physical 
characteristics that make the site, building, or structure a designated Monument..." (LAAC § 
22.171.14(a).) The City is the final arbiter for the renovations and ensures that these standards 
are met.

Moreover, there is no deferred mitigation as the Henning Letters claim. State law 
specifically states that compliance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards constitutes 
mitigation of any potential impacts. CEQA Guidelines section 15064.5(3) (a project that follows 
the Secretary of Interior's Standards "shall be considered as mitigated to a level of less than a 
significant impact on the historical resource" (emphasis added).) Therefore, there is no fair 
argument or substantial evidence that the Project would create a significant impact.

The City has properly applied the parking ratio.4.

The Advisory Agency has the discretion to reduce the required number of parking 
spaces and HCMs need not provide additional parking spaces pursuant to the LAMC. The 
Henning Letters ignore the Advisory Agency's discretion in arguing that the Project should have 
16 parking spaces for eight units, and that since only 12 spaces exist on site, that the Applicant 
should either reduce the number of units, modify the garages or obtain a variance6. None of 
these actions are necessary.

LAMC section 12.21.A.4.X.2 states that no additional parking spaces must be required 
for an HCM in connection with a change of use. The City - both Planning and the Department of 
Building and Safety - have determined that a change of use is occurring here, something that is 
well within its discretion. Friends of Lagoon Valley v. City of Vacaville (2007) 154 Cal.App.4th 
807. The Henning Letters make the simplistic argument that no change of use has occurred 
because both are "residential in nature." However, this misses the point because different 
regulations apply to multi-family dwelling units depending on whether they are rental or for- 
sale. LADBS has confirmed that a change of use occurs - and a new certificate of occupancy is 
required - when a rental unit is converted to a condominium unit. Whilst the discretionary 
authority may require additional spaces, it need not do so.

Moreover, even if it were not a change of use, LAMC section 12.95.2.H.l.a allows the 
Advisory Agency to "increase or decrease the required number of parking spaces up to and

6 Mr. Henning also suggests that the Applicant abandon the Project and return the units for use 
as rental apartments. Strangely, however, Mr. Henning does not suggest that additional parking is 
necessary for those residents.
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including three-quarters of a space per dwelling unit where it finds that such modification is 
consistent with the purposes of this section." LAMC section 12.95.2.A sets forth a myriad of 
different purposes, with which the Project is consistent. Specifically:

• The Project will "promote greater individual choice in type, quality, price and 
location of housing" because the Project will provide higher quality of housing in 
the neighborhood and will allow individuals to own, not just rent, units within 
this area. The Henning Letters state, "the surrounding buildings and all buildings 
on the same block of N. Flores street are uniformly multi-unit rental 
apartments..." and the "entire Beverly Square area... consists of almost entirely 
of rental apartments." Thus, this Project will promote greater choice.

• The Project will "provide increased homeownership opportunities for all
segments of the population" by offering ownership opportunities where they did 
not previously exist.

• The Project will "promote the safety of conversion projects and correction of 
Building Code violations" as the interior renovations occur.

• The Project will "provide adequate off-street parking" because the Property is 
located in an area with significant walking, biking, and public transit 
opportunities. Indeed, the City has determined that the Property is a designated 
Transit Priority Area. Further, the Property has a Walk Score of 88 out of 100, 
and the neighborhood was identified as the 5th most walkable neighborhood in 
Los Angeles. All of this type of information is routinely used by the City to reduce 
the number of parking spaces required for housing, something that is consistent 
with the Senate Bill 743 and the State's efforts to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. Thus, having fewer than 2 parking spaces per unit is appropriate.

• The Project is consistent with the Wilshire Community Plan, as discussed in more 
detail below.

Forcing the Applicant to reduce the number of units to accommodate additional parking 
would contribute to a declining housing stock, would be impractical for the Property (due to 
physical limitations) and would be contrary to the intent and purpose of the Condominium 
Conversion Ordinance.7 Requiring additional parking spaces would also be inconsistent with the

7 The Henning Letters are internally inconsistent: they argue that the number of units could be 
reduced for parking reasons, yet argue that a loss of any units (he is only referring to the illegal unit) is 
contrary to the LAMC § 12.95.F.6. The Henning Letters argue that no modifications should be made
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HCM: the courtyard is one of the character defining features of the HCM, and no modifications 
should be permitted that would compromise its integrity. Thus, due to the physical limitations 
of the lot and buildings, the number of parking spaces cannot be increased.

Therefore, the Advisory Agency, and the CAPC on appeal, is well within its discretion to 
maintain 12 parking spaces on the Property.

The Project is consistent with the General Plan.5.

The Project is consistent with the Wilshire Community Plan (WCP). Beginning at 11-2, 
("Purpose of the Wilshire Community Plan"), the WCP identifies several purposes with which 
the Project is consistent. Most notably these include: "[enhancing the positive characteristics 
of residential neighborhoods while providing a variety of housing opportunities", [pjreserving 
and enhancing the positive characteristics of existing uses which provide the foundation for 
community identity, such as scale, height, bulk, setbacks, and appearance", and "[ijmproving 
the quality of the built environment through design guidelines, streetscape improvements, and 
other physical improvements which might enhance the appearance of the community." The 
Project will enhance, not degrade, the historic character of the buildings, by restoring the units 
rather than allowing them to continue to decline. Indeed, the newly formed HOA will ensure 
that these buildings are maintained as contributors to the community and to the potential 
Beverly Square historic district. Moreover, the Project will offer ownership as an option in a 
neighborhood characterized by rental units, and maintain the existing buildings configuration 
and form so as to ensure contiguity with the existing neighborhood.

The Project will further implement the following specific goals, objectives, and policies 
of the WCP (beginning at 111-3, "Land Use Policies and Programs, Residential"):

Goal: Provide a safe, secure, and high quality residential environment for all economic, age, 
and ethnic segments of the Wilshire community.

Objective 1-1: Provide for the preservation of existing quality housing, and for the 
development of new housing to meet the diverse economic and physical needs of the 
existing residents and expected new residents in the Wilshire Community Plan Area to 
the year 2010.

Policy 1-1.2: Promote neighborhood preservation in all stable residential 
neighborhoods.

because of the HCM designation, yet suggest that new parking should be added (presumably displacing 
a unit or disrupting the courtyard configuration).
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The Project will preserve the existing structures and allow for ownership of units 

in a neighborhood largely characterized by rental units, thus providing for 

diversity of economic needs. Maintaining the existing structures provides stability 

for the neighborhood.

Objective 1-3: Preserve and enhance the varied and distinct residential character and 
integrity of existing residential neighborhoods.

Policy 1-3.1: Promote architectural compatibility and landscaping for new 
Multiple Family residential development to protect the character and scale of 
existing residential neighborhoods.
Policy 1-3.2: Support historic preservation goals in neighborhoods of 
architectural merit and/or historic significance.
Policy 1.3.3: Promote the preservation and rehabilitation of individual residential 
buildings of historic significance.

The Project will restore and enhance the buildings, which will add to the integrity 

of the Beverly Square area. All of the renovations will be conducted in accordance 

with the Secretary Interior Standards for Renovation. The Applicant is dedicating 

significant resources to saving and restoring these buildings, ensuring that all 

character definition features remain intact.

In further attempting to attack the Project, the Henning Letters mischaracterize 
language in WCP. The Henning Letters state that a "primary residential issue" is the "[njeed to 
preserve the existing character of residential neighborhoods while accommodating more 
affordable housing and child care facilities." However, this "Issue" is one of many Issues listed 
in the WCP. Moreover, "Issues" are not goals and policies. They are "[a summary of the] 
planning and land use issues and opportunities identified by residents, property owners, and 
business owners in the Wilshire Community Plan Area." Moreover, the Project does preserve 
the existing character of the residential neighborhood: it will enhance and restore the buildings, 
and help to ensure that a historic overlay zone remains viable.

Further, despite Mr. Henning's allegations, Goal 1 and Objective 1.2 do not "emphasize 
the need to protect existing rental housing." In both cases, "ownership and rental housing" 
(WCP at 111-2) are equally important.

For all of the foregoing reasons, the Project is consistent with the WCP and should be
approved.

The Applicant is not required to disclose tenant information or provide notice 
to former tenants regarding purchase rights and public hearings.

6.
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The Henning Letters erroneously claim that the Applicant's proposal should be denied 
because the Applicant failed to disclose tenant information as well as provide notice to tenants 
of both a public hearing and their right to purchase a converted unit. LAMC section
12.95.2.D.A(b) does state that the party seeking to engage in a residential conversion project 
must provide tenant information including the "[njame and address of each tenant; total 
number of project occupants; length of tenancy; rent schedule for 18 months preceding the 
application; relocation assistance plan." This provision however, is inapplicable here, because 
the couple living at the Property are not "tenants," as that term is defined in the LAMC. Based 
only on pure speculation, Mr. Henning forms an incorrect conclusion.

LAMC section 12.03 defines a tenant as "a person who rents, leases or sub-leases, 
through either a written or oral agreement, residential real property from another." The term 
for "rent" however, is not defined within LAMC section 12.03; rather, it is defined within the 
applicable Rent Stabilization Ordinance ("RSO") at LAMC section 151.02. The RSO defines "rent
as:

"[t]he consideration, including any bonus, benefits or gratuity, demanded or 
received by a landlord for or in connection with the use or occupancy of a rental 
unit, including but not limited to monies demanded or paid for the following: 
meals where required by the landlord as a condition of the tenancy; parking; 
furnishings; other housing services of any kind; subletting; or security deposits."

Applying this definition here, the persons to which Mr. Henning refers do not rent, 
lease, or sub-lease the property because they do not provide any consideration whatsoever to 
the Applicant. Further, the Applicant has not asked or demanded for any consideration from 
these persons. These persons are simply allowed to live on the property free of rent and are not 
required to provide any services, bonuses, benefits, or gratuity to the Applicant in connection 
with their occupancy. Since they do not rent, lease, or sub-lease the Property, these persons 
cannot be considered tenants for purposes of the LAMC section 12.95.

Given this information, the Henning Letters' distinction between resident-managers and 
employee-managers is irrelevant. Here, the occupants of the Property have a profit interest in 
the LLC and are not paying rent.

Furthermore, since these persons are not tenants, there is no requirement that the 
Applicant comply with LAMC section 12.95.2.D.l.(c) (requiring that the landlord provide notice 
to tenants that they may purchase their dwelling unit) or LAMC section 12.95.2.E.1 (requiring 
10-day advance notice to tenants for any public hearing).

Therefore, the Henning Letters' arguments in this regard are without merit.
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The Applicant's Parking Plan meets the standards for a Condominium7.
Conversion.

The Henning Letters misapply the LAMC in order to reach the incorrect conclusion that 
the Applicant's Parking Plan does not meet the LAMC's requirements. LAMC section 12.95.2.D 
sets forth the "Application Requirements" for "Residential Conversion Projects." LAMC section
12.95.2.D.l.b.(l)(c) specifically requires that that the building plans, certified to accuracy by a 
licensed engineer, contain a "[pjarking plan, including the total number of spaces actually 
provided and the total number required if different from that actually provided; dimensions of 
stalls, aisles and driveways; locations of columns, walls and other obstructions; total number of 
covered and uncovered parking spaces and location and number of guest parking spaces."

Mr. Henning makes incorrect claims with regard to the Applicant's Parking Plan, all of 
which are without merit. A revised parking plan has been provided.

(a) "There is no dimensioning of the individual 12 stalls.

There are eight total car garages and the stalls within each are dimensioned.

(b) "Columns located at the entrances to the various parking spaces are not clearly shown or 
labeled, much less dimensioned."

The revised parking plan provides dimensions.

(c) "Aisles are not dimensioned. Instead, a distance of 10 feet is shown to the property line, 
which obviously is not sufficient for a car to back."

The Henning Letters assertion here is misleading. Both the length and the width of each 
aisle is readily available and visible upon even a cursory inspection.

(d) "No driveway whatsoever is depicted.

This claim is also misleading. There is no driveway between the garages and the 
residential buildings. The garages are accessed via the alley. It is labeled.

(e) "In fact, the stalls are accessed from a shared alley, across an easement shared with other 
property owners on Flores Street and Sweetzer Avenue. None of this is depicted, much less is it 
dimensioned."

Yet again, the Henning Letters incorrectly utilize an accurate fact in order to mislead. 
Although the stalls are accessed by a common alley, by its plain terms, the statute does
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not require indicating or depicting how the stalls and parking lot are to be accessed, 
whether and where an easement is involved in accessing the stalls, or the easement's 
dimensions.

Each of the claims in the Henning Letters related to the Parking Plan are without merit. 
Mr. Henning has no further basis on which to argue that the Applicant's proposal should fail 
due to perceived deficiencies in the Parking Plan.

Economic feasibility is irrelevant to the findings for a Condominium8.
Conversion.

The Henning Letters discuss, ad nauseum, the history of the Property and economic 
viability and urges the Deputy Advisory Agency, and now the CAPC, to act outside its authority 
in this matter. Since the information is irrelevant, it can only be to push Mr. Henning's personal 
animosity towards the Applicants. The case before the CAPC is a Vesting Tentative Tract Map 
for Condominium Conversion. LAMC section 12.95.2 clearly sets out the findings to be made by 
the Advisory Agency, and the CAPC on appeal. Neither economic viability, Mr. Henning's 
opinion of Applicant's business model, nor Mr. Henning's opinion on how the Ellis Act should be 
enforced are relevant or appropriate for consideration. The Henning Letters are nothing more 
than a bullying tactic and are without any legal merit.

For all of the foregoing reasons, we respectfully request that the CLAAPC deny the 
appeal and approve the Project.

Sincerely yours,

\

ELISA L. PASTER
of GLASER WEIL FINK HOWARD AVCHEN & SHAPIRO LLP

ELPiep

Jane Choi -jane.choi@lacity.org 
Kevin Golden - kevin.golden@lacity.org 
Shawn Bayliss - shawn.bayliss@lacity.org

cc:
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BLDG FLORES LLC
PO Box 385

Beverly Hills, CA 90213

June 28, 2017

ANALYSIS OF CONDOMINIUM CONVERSIONS IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES (2007-2017)

In all, BLDG Flores examined 530 cases of vesting tenant tract maps, tentative tract maps and parcel 
maps filed with the City of Los Angeles over approximately the last ten years related to condominium 
conversions and lot line adjustments.

Of the examined cases, BLDG Flores identified 87 residential condominium conversions in this period 
(Attachment A). Of these, 11 cases are marked as No Action, Pending, On Hold, Terminated or 
Withdrawn.

Of the decided 76 cases, 65 cases (86%) were approved and 11 cases (14%) were denied.

There have been very few condominium conversion cases filed in the last few years, only 8 cases in the 
last five years, all approved. Generally, condominium conversions have been limited to small buildings. 
In the last five years, the largest conversion was for 24 units. The majority of cases involved four units.

Number of CasesPeriod when Action 
was Taken

Approved Cases Denied Cases

Partial 2006 - 2007 12 11 1
2008 18 14 4
2009 23 17 6
2010 9 9 0
2011 6 6 0
2012 1 1 0
2013 2 2 0
2014 4 4 0
2015 0 0 0
2016 1 1 0
Total 76 65 11

For four cases, there was no determination letter on file online and in one case, the application (AA- 
2008-912-PMLA) was denied outright without a detailed evaluation or explanation of findings because 
the applicant never provided evidence of tenant notification or additional case information. These five 
cases are excluded from the analysis below, leaving 71 units for which the City has provided online 
detailed findings and analysis.

The letters of decision for each of the above referenced 71 condominium conversion discussed herein is 
expressed incorporated by reference. We respectfully request that the City of Los Angeles incorporate all 
71 letters of decision into the Administrative Record for File No. 15-11170-S1 (condominium conversion 
for 118-126 N. Flores Avenue).
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VACANCY FINDING

A) The Vacancy Finding is Mostly Made but Has Been Excluded from Findings in the Case of Vacant 
Buildings or in the Case of a Historic Cultural Monument

Of the 71 cases reviewed, four cases explicitly do not make the "5% Vacancy" finding outlined in LAMC 
12.95.2(F)(6) - allowing the City to deny conversions when vacancy is below 5%.

One was for a low income project (AA-2007-4085-PMLA)
Two were for vacant buildings - an industrial building (TT-70427-CC) and one vacant 
apartment building (VTT-71010-CC)
One was for an HCM (AA-2014-2497-PMLA)

B) The City's Vacant Rate Source is Exclusively and Explicitly the LADWP

Where the Vacancy Finding was made in 67 cases (71 Cases less the 5 cases identified in (A)):

A data source for the vacancy rate was named in only 44 cases - in 43 cases, all but one, the 
City used the LADWP as its source for vacancy rates in the relevant community plan area.

Case Number where the City 
of LA cites the LADWP as the 
Data Source for its Vacancy 
Rate in its Finding__________

Action
Date
9/28/2007TT-68258-CC
9/13/2007VTT-68227-CC

9/30/2008TT-69481-CC

3/27/2008TT-68178-CC
3/25/2009TT-68354-CC

7/26/2007VTT-68140-CC

11/14/2007TT-68757-CC

1/31/2008TT-68624-CC
3/5/2008TT-68045-CC

5/22/2008TT-68656-CC

8/16/2007AA-2006-6882-PMLA-CC
12/31/2007VTT-68622-CC
12/31/2007VTT-68855-CC
5/28/2008TT-68435-CC
1/29/2009VTT-69168-CC
1/16/2007VTT-68920-CC

11/29/2007TT-68481-CC
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7/24/2008VTT-68307-CC
12/9/2008TT-69731-CC

10/27/2009VTT-69167-CC
6/8/2011TT-71453-CC

11/19/2014TT-72467-CC
9/30/2008AA-2007-5825-PMLA
3/20/2009VTT-70510-CC
9/9/2009VTT-70156-CC

4/20/2007AA-2006-6903-PMLA-CC
4/30/2008VTT-68913-CC
10/3/2008TT-69148-CC
10/9/2009VTT-70155-CC
2/12/2014TT-72254-CC
2/26/2009TT-69938-CC
1/15/2010VTT-69170-CC
1/15/2010TT-71168-CC
1/27/2011TT-69253-CC
6/21/2011TT-70673-CC
2/29/2008TT-68593-CC
7/16/2009VTT-70671-CC
6/2/2010VTT-71052-CC

12/31/2007TT-68344-CC
8/10/2011TT-71124-CC
6/28/2008VTT-68715-CC
8/14/2014TT-72436-CC
3/5/2009TT-70683-CC

In the other case where a data source is cited, the City used the "American Community 
Survey" for a 5-year average period (2011-2015) - AA-2015-3688-PMLA 
In only one case does the City make clear the date of its LADWP data source - a report 
dated December 2008, where the case was filed June 25, 2008 and decided March 5, 2009 - 
TT-70683-CC
No other data sources are named

C) When Adequate Tenant Protections Have Been Made by the Applicant, the City Routinely 
Makes the Vacancy Findings

Where the Vacancy Finding was made in 67 cases:

In 31 cases (46% of cases examined where the Vacancy Finding was included in the Findings 
of Fact), even when cases cite a vacancy rate below or well below 5%, when the applicant 
provided Adequate Tenant Protections, the City made the Vacancy Rate finding for the 
conversion.
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Case Number where the City 
of LA made the Vacancy Rate 
finding when Adequate 
Tenant Protection was 
provided by the Applicant

Vacancy Rate 
Cited Action Date

9/28/20072.90%TT-68258-CC
9/13/20073.10%VTT-68227-CC
3/25/20093.50%TT-68354-CC
7/26/20073.60%VTT-68140-CC

3/5/20083.60%TT-68045-CC
5/22/20083.60%TT-68656-CC
8/16/20073.90%AA-2006-6882-PMLA-CC

12/31/20074.00%VTT-68622-CC
12/31/20074.00%VTT-68855-CC
5/28/20084.00%TT-68435-CC
1/16/20074.20%VTT-68920-CC

11/29/20074.20%TT-68481-CC
7/24/20084.20%VTT-68307-CC
12/9/20084.20%TT-69731-CC

10/27/20094.20%VTT-69167-CC
6/8/20114.30%TT-71453-CC

11/19/20144.30%TT-72467-CC
9/30/20084.40%AA-2007-5825-PMLA
3/20/20094.50%VTT-70510-CC
9/9/20094.50%VTT-70156-CC

4/20/20074.60%AA-2006-6903-PMLA-CC
4/30/20084.70%VTT-68913-CC
10/3/20084.70%TT-69148-CC
10/9/20094.70%VTT-70155-CC
2/12/20144.70%TT-72254-CC
2/26/20094.80%TT-69938-CC
1/15/20104.80%VTT-69170-CC
1/15/20104.80%TT-71168-CC
1/27/20114.80%TT-69253-CC
6/21/20114.90%TT-70673-CC
8/14/2014Less than 5%TT-72436-CC

The City defines Adequate Tenant Protections with boiler plate language in its findings 
common to these 31 cases:

... the Advisory Agency hereby determines that adequate tenant protections 
have been and will be provided consistent with established law as required by

a
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Condition Nos. CC-2 and CC-6. Those protections include: advanced notice of 
intent to convert, guaranteed periods of continued tenancy, monetary payments 
to offset moving expenses and potentially higher rent, and assistance in finding 
replacement housing as specifically enumerated in the California State 
Subdivision Map Act, the Ellis Act, Rent Stabilization Ordinance and Los Angeles 
Municipal Code Sections 12.95.2 and 47.06. These established state and local 
regulations assure compliance with the criteria required to permit the 
condominium conversion."
(VTT-68140-CC - Findings of Fact (d))

Nevertheless, in 18 separate cases (27% of cases that include the Vacancy Finding), the City 
explicitly cited that the Vacancy Rate Finding is not applicable when the Ellis Act was used by 
the Applicant. Two of these cases were denied, one because tenants were not properly 
notified (TT-69298-CC) and one for an unrelated issue (VTT-68899-CC).

Common language cited in these cases:

The requirements of Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 12.96.2-F.6 do 
not apply to Condominium Conversions pursuant to adoption of the Ellis Act, 
California Government Code Section 7060-7060.7.
(VTT-70677-CC - Findings of Fact (d))

Case Number where 
the City of LA cited the 
use of the Ellis Act to 
make the Vacancy 
Rate finding_________ Action Date

6/22/2009VTT-70677-CC
12/5/2008VTT-69871-CC
5/27/2010TT-70955-CC
7/17/2009TT-68544-CC

11/10/2010TT-68370-CC
7/20/2009VTT-70681-CC
6/22/2009VTT-70678-CC
6/30/2009VTT-70858-CC

10/16/2009VTT-68242-CC
6/23/2009VTT-70682-CC
6/30/2009VTT-70679-CC
9/6/2006VTT-69387-CC

3/28/2008VTT-68731-CC
7/31/2008VTT-68734-CC

10/14/2008TT-69298-CC
7/24/2009VTT-69834-CC
9/24/2009VTT-68899-CC

12/11/2009VTT-69256-CC
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In 12 cases (18% of cases), when the vacancy rate was over 5%, the City simply made the 
Vacancy Rate finding. One of these cases was denied because the Applicant did not properly 
notify tenants (VTT-70676-CC).

Case Number where the City 
of LA made the Vacancy Rate 
finding when the Vacancy 
Rate was above 5%

Vacancy Rate 
Cited Action Date

7/16/20096.10%VTT-70671-CC

5/1/20096.10%VTT-70676-CC

2/29/20085.20%TT-68593-CC
12/31/20077.80%TT-68344-CC

6/28/200810.40%VTT-68715-CC

4/30/2009More than 5%TT-70709-CC

1/8/2010More than 5%VTT-71164-CC
1/28/2010More than 5%VTT-71165-CC

6/2/20106.10%VTT-71052-CC

10/3/2013Not SpecifedAA-2012-221-PMLA
9/16/20167.00%AA-2015-3688-PMLA
8/10/20119.10%TT-71124-CC

Only in six cases of the 67 cases where the Vacancy Finding was included (9%) was the City 
unable to make the Vacancy Finding and therefore disapproved the condominium 
conversion. The circumstances of these cases involved either very large apartment buildings 
(100 units), large reductions of unit counts to meet parking requirements or where the 
applicant egregiously mishandled the mandated tenant protections. In all cases, the Vacancy 
Rate cited was well below 5%.

Case Number 
where the City of 
LA did not make 
the Vacancy 
Finding

Action Date Explanation CitedVacancy
Rate
Cited

11/14/2007 Tenants not notified of conversion3.60%TT-68757-CC
9/30/2008 Tenants not notified of conversion

Cumulative impact on housing (30 unit conversion)
3.20%TT-69481-CC

1/29/2009 Tenants not notified of conversion 
Further reduction in vacancy

4.20%VTT-69168-CC

3/5/2009 Cumulative impact on housing (100 unit conversion)3.80%TT-70683-CC
3/27/2008 Substantial reduction in unit count (27 to 15)3.30%TT-68178-CC
1/31/2008 Cumulative impact on housing (100 unit conversion)3.60%TT-68624-CC
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PARKING REQUIREMENT FINDING

A) The City of LA Will Use Its Lawful Discretion to Make the Parking Requirement Finding Even When 
the Conversion Does Not Meet the Parking Requirement

The City uses its discretion to approve reduced parking when additional parking spots 
cannot be physically accommodated and to prevent the reduction of dwelling units. 
The common language cited in the findings:

Due to the physical limitation of the lot and the building, the number of parking spaces 
cannot be increased without major physical modification of the project. Reducing the 
number of dwelling units in order to achieve a better parking ratio would further 
contribute to a declining housing stock, which would be impractical for this project and 
contrary to the intent and purpose of the Condominium Conversion Ordinance. The 
Advisory Agency, as permitted by Section 12.95.2 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, has 
modified the parking requirements for the proposed project.
(VTT-70155-CC - Findings of Fact (f))

Case Number where the 
City of LA used its 
Discretion to Reduce 
Parking Requirements due 
to Physical 
Limitations/Desire to 
Maintain Unit Counts

Action
Date

10/9/2009VTT-70155-CC
1/15/2010TT-71168-CC
8/10/2011TT-71124-CC

The City also has the legal right to reduce its parking requirements under LAMC 12.95.2- 
H,1(a).
In case AA-2015-3688-PMLA (315 N Sycamore Ave. in the Greater Wilshire Planning Area in 
Council District 5), the applicant filed for a condominium conversion of four units with six 
parking spots where eight parking spots were required.
The City reduced the parking requirements citing physical constrains and the reluctance to 
reduce the unit count and therefore the housing stock and found:

The Advisory Agency, as permitted by Section 12.95.2-H, 1(a) of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code (LAMC), has modified the parking requirements for the proposed 
project. The Advisory Agency may increase or decrease the number of parking spaces 
up to and including three-quarters of a space per dwelling unit. This permits a 
reduction of three parking spaces for the project. In approving the condominium 
conversion the Advisory Agency grants a reduction of two parking spaces. Therefore, 
as conditioned, the proposed condominium conversion is consistent with the intent 
and purposes of the LAMC.
(AA-2015-3688-PMLA - Finding of Fact (f))
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B) Historic Cultural Monuments Get Special Accommodation under the LAMC

In case VTT-67071-CC (100 N. Sycamore Ave in the Wilshire Planning Area in Council District 
5), the applicant filed for a condominium conversion of 12 units with 8 covered parking 
spots.
The City found as follows, using its lawful discretion granted under LAMC 12.21-A,4(x)(2):

(f) THE OFF-STREET RESIDENT PARKING SPACES AND GUEST PARKING SPACES 
REQUIRED FOR-THE PROPOSED CONDOMINIUM CONVERSION ARE REASONABLE 
AND FEASIBLE AND SUBSTANTIALLY CONSISTENT WITH THE PURPOSES OF THE 
LAMC.

There are a total of 12 existing units and eight (8) parking spaces. Due to the 
physical limitation of the lot and the building, the number of parking spaces cannot 
be increased without major physical modification of the project. Reducing the 
number of dwelling units in order to achieve a better parking ratio would further 
contribute to a declining housing stock, which would be impractical for this project 
and contrary to the intent and purpose of the Condominium Conversion Ordinance. 
In addition, the subject site is a Historical-Cultural Monument, and pursuant to 
section 12.21 -A,4(x)(2) of the LAMC, parking reductions are allowed for a 
historical monument. The Advisory Agency, as permitted by Section 12.95.2 of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC), has modified the parking requirements for the 
proposed project. The Advisory Agency has allowed the existing 8 parking spaces for 
the project. Therefore, as conditioned, the proposed condominium conversion is 
consistent with the intent and purposes of the LAMC. [emphasis added] 
(VTT-67071-CC)

Downtown Adaptive Reuse Projects receive a different, special accommodation to allow for 
reduced parking requirements (TT-68370-CC, VTT-68242-CC, VTT-69387-CC)

8



Attachment A
Parking
Requirement
Met

Vacancy Finding 
Justification

Parking Finding 
Justification

Case Number Address Case Filed On Vacancy Finding Parking FindingCNC CD Action Date Project Description Determination Vacancy Source CommentsVacancy Rate

PRELIMINARY PARCEL MAP 
FOR THE RESIDENTIAL 
CONVERSION OF 4 
APARTMENT UNITS ON 
0.17 ACRES, WITHIN R3-1 
ZONE.

Wilshire Center - 
Koreatown

Applicant did not notify tenants; did not 
disclose parking

AA-2008-912-
PMLA

221 N KENMORE 
AVE 90004

3/7/2008 4/23/2009 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A13 DENIED

1619 W
ROCKWOOD ST 
90026

4-UNIT RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

Greater Echo 
Park Elysian

AA-2007-4085-
PMLA

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

8/21/2007 6/25/2008 N/A N/A N/A 50% of Required13 NO NO Low Income

CONVERT AN EXISTING 1- 
STORY MANUFACTURING 
BLDG. INTO A 16-UNIT 
CONDOMIUM COMPLEX

10919 W 
RANDALL ST 
91352

Vacant Industrial 
Bldg

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

4/22/2008 6/30/2010Sun Valley N/A N/A N/A N/ATT-70427-CC 2 NO NO

4207 S
MCLAUGHLIN 
AVE 90066

6-UNIT CONDO 
CONVERSION

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

6/23/2010 9/24/2010 N/A N/A N/AVacant BuildingVTT-71010-CC Mar Vista NO NO YES11

United
Neighborhoods 
of the Historic 
Arlington 
Heights, West 
Adams, and Jef

CONVERT EXISTING 4 UNIT 
APARTMENT BUILDING TO 
A 4 UNIT CONDOMINIUM

AA-2014-2497-
PMLA

2424 S 4TH AVE 
90018

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

Historic Monument Under Consideration - 
HCM 1062 - Roberta Apartments

7/11/2014 12/26/201410 NO NO

No No No No No No No
Mid-Town North 
Hollywood

10808 W KLING 
ST 91602

4/29/2010 2/24/2011 determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

TT-71332-CC 5 UNIT CONDOMINIUM APPROVED4

14364 W 
VALERIO ST 
91405

CONVERT 36 UNIT APT. TO 
36 RESIDENTIAL 
CONDOMINIUM UNIT(S)

No No No No No No No
APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

3/18/2011 11/3/2011 determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

VTT-71491-CC 6Van Nuys

No No No No No No No
Greater Toluca 
Lake

4418 VINELAND 
AVE 91602

TENTATIVE TRACT MAP 
CONDO CONVERSION

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

1/26/2012 9/28/2012 determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

TT-71860-CC 4

A ONE-LOT SUBDIVISION 
FOR THE CONVERSION OF 
AN 18-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
APARTMENT BUILDING FOR 
CONDOMINIUM PURPOSES, 
PROVIDING 32 PARKING 
SPACES IN LIEU OF THE 35 
PARKING SPACES.

12110 W 
ROCHESTER AVE 
90025

No No No No No No No
APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

2/11/2011 4/12/2013West Los Angeles determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

determination 
letter on file

VTT-71316-CC 11



Parking
Requirement
Met

Parking Finding
Justification

Vacancy Finding
Justification

Case Number Address Case Filed On Vacancy Finding Parking FindingCNC CD Action Date Project Description Determination Vacancy Source CommentsVacancy Rate

The Advisory Agency, as permitted by 
Section 12.95.2-H, 1(a) of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code (LAMC), has modified the 
parking requirements for the proposed 
project. The Advisory Agency may increase 
or decrease the number of parking spaces 
up to and including three-quarters of a 
space per dwelling unit. This permits a 
reduction of three parking spaces for the 
project. In approving the condominium 
conversion the Advisory Agency grants a 
reduction of two parking spaces. Therefore, 
as conditioned, the proposed condominium 
conversion is consistent with the intent and 
purposes of the LAMC.

CONVERT EXISTING 4 UNITS 
APARTMENTS TO 4 UNITS 
CONDOMINIUM EXISTING 
DETACHED GARAGE WITH 4 
PARKING SPACES+1 
EXISTING OPEN PARKING

American 
Community 
Survey 5-Year 
(2011-2015)

Maintain DU; 
Physical 
constraints; 
Parking Modified

315 N
SYCAMORE AVE 
90036

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

AA-2015-3688-
PMLA

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

10/8/2015 9/16/2016Greater Wilshire YES 7% YES5 No

Harbor Gateway 
South

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

Reduced Unit 
Count to 5

1531 W 226TH 
ST 90501

6-UNIT CONDO- 
CONVERSION

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

12/1/2006 3/25/2009TT-68354-CC YES 3.50% YES NO15 LADWP

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

Required
Mitigation

AA-2006-6882-
PMLA-CC

663 N IMOGEN 
AVE 90026

4 UNIT CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION PARCEL

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

8/4/2006 8/16/2007Silver Lake 13 YES 3.90% YESLADWP No 41

CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION OF 10 UNIT 
APARTMENT BUILDING 
WITH 20 PARKING SPACES.

Does not meet Q 
condition for 
parking

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

1517 S HI POINT APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

8/14/2007 12/9/2008 Parking requires varianceTT-69731-CC P.I.C.O. 10 YES 4.20% YES NOLADWP
ST

No variance for parking filed; applicant 
offered mechanical lift; 4 parking spots for 
4 condos deemed "substantially deficient 
with no variance granted and no 
additional information was presented by 
the applicant that would merit 
consideration 
for a reduction in parking."

114 N
SYCAMORE AVE 
90036

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

4-UNIT CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION

9/9/2008 3/20/2009Greater WilshireVTT-70510-CC YES 4.50% YES NO5 DENIED LADWP DENIED

22-UNIT CONDO- 
CONVERSION FOR 
RESIDENTIAL USE WITH 43 
PARKING SPACES.

11045 W 
CAMARILLO ST 
91601

Maintain DU;
Physical
constraints

Mid-Town North 
Hollywood

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

7/7/2008 10/9/2009 ExtendedVTT-70155-CC YES 4.70% YES NO4 LADWP

3160 S
BARRINGTON 
AVE 90066

Maintain DU;
Physical
constraints

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

48-UNIT CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

9/2/2009 1/15/2010TT-71168-CC Mar Vista YES 4.80% YES NO11 LADWP

2724 S ABBOT 
KINNEY BLVD 
90291

50-UNIT RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

Maintain DU;
Physical
constraints

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

10/23/2009 8/10/2011TT-71124-CC Venice APPROVED YES 9.10% YES NO11 LADWP

TENTATIVE TRACT MAP - 
CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION OF 30 
APARTMENT UNITS, ZONED 
[Q]RD1.5-1 ON 
APPROXIMATELY 21,843 
SQUARE FEET. PROJECT 
WILL PROVIDE 60 PARKING 
SPACES.

14675 W 
NORDHOFF ST 
91402

Cannot make 
finding

Cannot make 
finding

Tenants not provided proper notice - 
cumulative effect on rental market

12/5/2007 9/30/2008TT-69481-CC Panorama City YES 3.20% YES NO7 DENIED LADWP



Parking
Requirement
Met

Parking Finding
Justification

Vacancy Finding
Justification

Case Number Address Case Filed On Vacancy Finding Parking FindingCNC CD Action Date Project Description Determination Vacancy Source CommentsVacancy Rate

Denied - Q 
condition 
required guest 
spots

TO CONVERT A 27- UNIT 
APARTMENT BUILDING TO 
A 15-UNIT CONDOMINIUM 
COMPLEX.

18400 W 
PLUMMER ST 
91325

Cannot make 
finding

Denied - Too great of a reduction in the unit 
count

4/18/2007 3/27/2008Northridge EastTT-68178-CC 12 YES 3.30% YES NODENIED LADWP

Adjusted by 
Planning per 
Cental City rules

205 RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

501 W OLYMPIC 
BLVD 90015

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

Downtown Los 
Angeles

9/30/2008 11/10/2010 Not SpecifiedTT-68370-CC YES 5.70% YES14 No

Adaptive Reuse
Project
Downtown

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

610 S MAIN ST 
90014

CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION 314-UNITS.

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

Downtown Los 
Angeles

5/8/2008 10/16/2009 Not SpecifiedVTT-68242-CC 9 YES 8.50% YES No

Historic 
Monument; 
Downtown 
Adaptive Reuse 
Ordinance

322 UNIT RES CONDO 
CONV, W/ CONV. OF 
GROUND FLOOR RETAIL 
INTO 4 CMRCL. CONDO 
UNITS.

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

612 S FLOWER 
ST 90017

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

Downtown Los 
Angeles

1/27/2006 9/6/2006 Not Specified Not SpecifedVTT-69387-CC YES YES No14

7038 S
RAMSGATE PL 
90045

Westchester - 
Playa del Rey

A 10-UNIT CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

Tandem not 
allowed

5/29/2007 10/14/2008 Not Specified Not Specifed Denied because tenants were not notifiedTT-69298-CC YES YES11 DENIED No

Denied - too few 
parking spots 
and near 
hospital; 
driveway too 
small

6054 W 
CADILLAC AVE 
90034

18-RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

1/28/2009 9/24/2009 Not Specified Not SpecifedVTT-68899-CC P.I.C.O. 10 YES YESDENIED No

9429 N VAN 
NUYS BLVD 
91402

Does not meet Q 
condition for 
parking

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

41-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
CONDO-CONVERSION

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

11/17/2006 9/28/2007 Parking requires varianceTT-68258-CC Panorama City YES 2.90% YES YES7 LADWP

Central San 
Pedro

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

625 W 8TH ST 
90731

6-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
CONDO-CONVERSION.

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

1/8/2007 9/13/2007 ConformsVTT-68227-CC YES 3.10% YES YES15 LADWP

4303 N CEDROS 
AVE 91403

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

13-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
CONDO-CONVERSION.

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

12/8/2006 7/26/2007Sherman Oaks ConformsVTT-68140-CC YES 3.60% YES YES5 LADWP

16 UNIT RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

14230 VICTORY 
BLVD

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

12/15/2006 3/5/2008 ConformsTT-68045-CC 6 YES 3.60% YES YESVan Nuys LADWP

14802 W 
BURBANK BLVD 
91411

8 RESIDENTIAL UNIT
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

12/29/2006 5/22/2008Sherman Oaks ConformsTT-68656-CC 2 YES 3.60% YES YESLADWP

4835 W
ELMWOOD AVE 
90004

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

9-UNIT CONDO- 
CONVERSION.

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

1/16/2007 12/31/2007Greater Wilshire ConformsVTT-68622-CC YES 4.00% YES YES4 LADWP

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

957 GRAMERCY 9-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
CONDO-CONVERSION.

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

2/16/2007 12/31/2007Greater Wilshire ConformsVTT-68855-CC YES 4.00% YES YES4 LADWP
DR

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

1652 S COLBY 
AVE 90025

7-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
CONDO-CONVERSION.

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

12/4/2006 5/28/2008West Los Angeles ConformsTT-68435-CC YES 4.00% YES YES11 LADWP

130 S
ALEXANDRIA 
AVE 90004

Wilshire Center - 
Koreatown

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

30-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
CONDO-CONVERSION.

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

2/20/2007 1/16/2007 ConformsVTT-68920-CC 13 YES 4.20% YES YESLADWP

1900 N SILVER 
LAKE BLVD 
90039

15-UNIT RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

2/2/2007 11/29/2007Silver Lake ConformsTT-68481-CC 13 YES 4.20% YES YESLADWP

1810 S
MALCOLM AVE 
90025

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

20 UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
CONVERSION

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

1/10/2007 7/24/2008Westside ConformsVTT-68307-CC YES 4.20% YES YES5 LADWP



Parking
Requirement
Met

Parking Finding
Justification

Vacancy Finding
Justification

Case Number Address Case Filed On Vacancy Finding Parking FindingCNC CD Action Date Project Description Determination Vacancy Source CommentsVacancy Rate

United
Neighborhoods 
of the Historic 
Arlington 
Heights, West 
Adams, and Jef

CONDOMINIUM 
COVERSION FOR A 3-STORY 
8-UNIT APARTMENT 
BUILDING

1732 S 
CRENSHAW 
BLVD 90019

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

6/27/2007 10/27/2009 ConformsVTT-69167-CC 10 YES 4.20% YES YESLADWP

CONDO CONVERSION OF A 
9 UNIT APARTMENT 
BUILDING INTO A 9 UNIT 
CONDO WITH 21 PARKING 
SPACES

14224 W 
RIVERSIDE DR 
91423

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

11/30/2010 6/8/2011Sherman Oaks ConformsTT-71453-CC YES 4.30% YES YES4 LADWP

TENTATIVE TRACT MAP FOR 
THE CONVERSION OF AN 
EXISTING 4-STORY, 8-UNIT 
APARTMENT BUILDING 
INTO AN 8-UNIT 
CONDOMINIUM.

Hollywood Hills 
West

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

1400 N VISTA ST 
90046

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

9/17/2013 11/19/2014 ConformsTT-72467-CC YES 4.30% YES YES4 LADWP

CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION OF EXISTING 
FOUR UNIT APARTMENT 
BUILDING WITH TEN 
PARKING SPACES. PROJECT 
IS ON .172 ACRES IN THE R2- 
1 ZONE.

536 N
COMMONWEAL 
TH AVE 90004

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

AA-2007-5825-
PMLA

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

12/17/2007 9/30/2008East Hollywood Conforms13 YES 4.40% YES YESLADWP

CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION FOR 80- 
UNITS.

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

9101 TOPANGA 
CYN 91311

5/20/2008 9/9/2009 N/AChatsworth ExtendedVTT-70156-CC 12 YES 4.50% YES YESLADWP

739 N
MANHATTAN PL 
90038

Hollywood 
Studio District

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

AA-2006-6903-
PMLA-CC

4-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
CONDO-CONVERSION.

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

8/7/2006 4/20/2007 Conforms13 YES 4.60% YES YESLADWP

Hollywood Hills 
West

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

1823 N FULLER 
AVE 90046

6 UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
CONDO CONVERSION

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

6/9/2007 4/30/2008 ConformsVTT-68913-CC YES 4.70% YES YES4 LADWP

CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION OF 11 UNITS 
WITH 22 PARKING SPACES. 
PROJECT LOCATED ON 0.21 
ACRES OF LAND IN THE 
[Q]R3-1 ZONE.

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

1226 S WARNER 
AVE 90024

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

7/25/2007 10/3/2008 ConformsTT-69148-CC YES 4.70% YES YESNone 5 LADWP

TENTATIVE TRACT MAP FOR 
24 UNIT CONDO 
CONVERSION/CONSTRUCTI 
ON OF ADDITIONAL UN
COVERED PARKING

Empowerment 
Congress West 
Area

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

4026 S WEST 
BLVD 90008

3/18/2013 2/12/2014 ConformsTT-72254-CC 10 YES 4.70% YES YESLADWP

SIX-UNIT CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION IN THE R3-1 
ZONE.

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

2149 S BENTLEY 
AVE 90025

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

1/28/2008 2/26/2009Westside ConformsTT-69938-CC YES 4.80% YES YES5 LADWP

6 UNIT RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

3600 S EMPIRE 
DR 90034

7/25/2007 1/15/2010Palms Conforms One low income unitVTT-69170-CC 10 YES 4.80% YES YESLADWP

12821 W 
CASWELL AVE 
90066

CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION OF A 12 UNIT 
APT. BLDG

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

10/29/2008 1/27/2011 ConformsTT-69253-CC Mar Vista YES 4.80% YES YES11 LADWP

10 UNIT RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

1340 W 4TH ST 
90017

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

9/23/2010 6/21/2011Westlake ConformsTT-70673-CC YES 4.90% YES YES1 LADWP



Parking
Requirement
Met

Parking Finding
Justification

Vacancy Finding
Justification

Case Number Address Case Filed On Vacancy Finding Parking FindingCNC CD Action Date Project Description Determination Vacancy Source CommentsVacancy Rate

12246 W 
MOORPARK ST 
91604

Adequate Tenant 
Protections

17-UNIT CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

12/27/2013 8/14/2014Studio City Less than 5% ConformsTT-72436-CC 2 YES YES YESLADWP

Conforms - but 
no parking plan 
provided______

5860 N
HAZELTINE AVE 
91401

Greater Valley 
Glen

Cannot make 
finding

Adequate Tenant Protections not provided; 
Tenants not notified

9-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
CONDO-CONVERSION.

3/27/2007 11/14/2007TT-68757-CC 2 YES 3.60% YES YESDENIED LADWP

VESTING TENTATIVE TRACT 
CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION OF 9 AIR 
SPACE LOTS WITH 18 
PARKING SPACES. PROJECT 
IS ON .18 ACRES OF LAND 
AND IN THE R3-1 ZONE.

Tenants were not notified of Subdivision by 
Applicant; conversion would reduce 
vacancy

Wilshire Center - 
Koreatown

Cannot make 
finding

311 N BERENDO
8/30/2007 1/29/2009 ConformsVTT-69168-CC 13 YES 4.20% YES YESDENIED LADWP

ST

Cummulative effect of loss 104 units in15101 W 
MAGNOLIA BLVD 
91403

100-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
CONDO-CONVERSION.

Cannot make 
finding

LADWP
(December 2008)

6/25/2008 3/5/2009Sherman Oaks Conforms rental market; 63% of tenants could not 
purchase a unit

TT-70683-CC 2 YES 3.80% YES YESDENIED

Majority of tenants signed statements that 
they were unwilling or unable to purchase a 
unit in the building

15101 W 
MAGNOLIA BLVD 
91403

Cannot make 
finding

100-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
CONDO-CONVERSION.

1/11/2007 1/31/2008Sherman Oaks ConformsTT-68624-CC 2 YES 3.60% YES YESDENIED LADWP

Westchester - 
Playa del Rey

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

5302 W 93RD ST 
90045

VTT FOR 9-UNIT CONDO 
CONVERSION

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

10/6/2008 6/22/2009 N/ADoes not apply ConformsVTT-70677-CC YES YES YES11

CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION FOR 11- 
UNITS.

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

1554 HOBART 
BLVD

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

12/11/2007 12/5/2008East Hollywood Not Specified ConformsVTT-69871-CC 13 YES 5.10% YES YES

16-UNIT RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

1412 S COLBY 
AVE 90025

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

3/10/2009 5/27/2010West Los Angeles Not Specified ConformsTT-70955-CC YES 5.20% YES YES11

5007 W 
MARATHON ST 
90029

18 UNIT RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

Hollywood 
Studio District

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

5/11/2007 7/17/2009 Not Specified ConformsTT-68544-CC 13 YES 5.30% YES YES

8-UNIT RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

Westchester - 
Playa del Rey

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

5336 W 93RD ST 
90045

11/20/2008 7/20/2009 Not Specified ConformsVTT-70681-CC YES 6.10% YES YES11

9 UNIT RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

Westchester - 
Playa del Rey

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

5211 W 97TH ST 
90045

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

12/9/2008 6/22/2009 Not Specified ConformsVTT-70678-CC YES 6.40% YES YES11

CONDO CONVERSION: 
EXISTING 8-UNIT APT BLDG 
TO CONDO W/ 16 PARKING 
SPACES IN LAX(R3) ZONE

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

Westchester - 
Playa del Rey

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

5313 W 99TH PL 
90045

3/26/2009 6/30/2009 Not Specified ConformsVTT-70858-CC YES 6.40% YES YES11

Westchester - 
Playa del Rey

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

5418 W ARBOR 
VITAE ST 90045

8 UNIT CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

11/3/2008 6/23/2009 N/ANot Specified ConformsVTT-70682-CC YES YES YES11

7-RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

Westchester - 
Playa del Rey

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

5507 W 98TH ST 
90045

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

12/23/2008 6/30/2009 N/ANot Specified ConformsVTT-70679-CC YES YES YES11

Westchester - 
Playa del Rey

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

5357 W 99TH PL 
90045

8-UNIT RESIDENTIAL COND- 
CONVERSION.

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

3/23/2007 3/28/2008 Not Specified Not Specifed ConformsVTT-68731-CC YES YES YES11

24 RESIDENTIAL UNIT
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

Westchester - 
Playa del Rey

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

9323 S ISIS AVE 
90045

3/8/2007 7/31/2008 Not Specified Not Specifed ConformsVTT-68734-CC YES YES YES11

20 UNIT CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION W/ 40 
PARKING SPACES 
CONVERSION FROM A 21 
UNIT EXISTING APARTMENT 
BUILDING

Wilshire Center - 
Koreatown

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

345 OXFORD APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

6/4/2008 7/24/2009 Not Specified Not Specifed ConformsVTT-69834-CC 10 YES YES YES
AVE
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Vacancy Finding
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10683 W 
HOLMAN AVE 
90024

CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION FOR 6 UNITS 
W/ 12 PARKING SPACES.

Does not apply - 
Ellis Act

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

5/2/2008 12/11/2009Westwood Not Specified Not Specifed ConformsVTT-69256-CC YES YES YES5

Westchester - 
Playa del Rey

6627 S VISTA DEL 
MAR 90293

6 UNIT CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

9/5/2008 7/16/2009 More than 5% ConformsVTT-70671-CC YES 6.10% YES YES11 LADWP

VESTING TENTATIVE TRACT 
MAP FOR AN EIGHT-UNIT 
CONDO CONVERSION IN 
THE R3 ZONE WITHIN LAX 
PLAN

Westchester - 
Playa del Rey

5307 W 93RD ST 
90045

10/6/2008 5/1/2009 Not Specified More than 5% Conforms Denied because tenants were not notifiedVTT-70676-CC YES 6.10% YES YES11 DENIED

1452 S CANFIELD 
AVE 90035

8-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
CONDO-CONVERSION.

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

2/9/2007 2/29/2008South Robertson More than 5% ConformsTT-68593-CC YES 5.20% YES YES5 LADWP

20100 W 
LEADWELL ST 
91306

TENTATIVE TRACT FOR 33 
UNIT CONDO CONVERSION 
WITH 67 PARKING SPACES

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

1/3/2007 12/31/2007Winnetka More than 5% ConformsTT-68344-CC 3 YES 7.80% YES YESLADWP

Westchester - 
Playa del Rey

5432 W 93RD ST 
90045

16-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
CONDO-CONVERSION.

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

2/8/2007 6/28/2008 More than 5% ConformsVTT-68715-CC YES 10.40% YES YES11 LADWP

TENTATIVE TRACT 
(CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION) FOR A 12 
UNIT BUILDING

1771 S BELOIT 
AVE 90025

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

10/6/2008 4/30/2009West Los Angeles Not Specified More than 5% More than 5% ConformsTT-70709-CC YES YES YES11

1433 S FEDERAL 
AVE 90025

8-UNIT CONDO 
CONVERSION

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

9/2/2009 1/8/2010West Los Angeles Not Specified More than 5% More than 5% ConformsVTT-71164-CC YES YES YES11

CONVERSION OF AN 
EXISTING 8-UNIT 
APARTMENT BUILDING 
WITH 16 PARKING SPACES

1544 S
GRANVILLE AVE 
90025

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

9/2/2009 1/28/2010West Los Angeles Not Specified More than 5% More than 5% ConformsVTT-71165-CC YES YES YES11

10737 W LA 
GRANGE AVE 
90025

8 UNIT APARTMENT 
CONVERSION TO 8 UNIT 
RESDIENTIAL CONDO

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

8/25/2009 6/2/2010Westside More than 5% ConformsVTT-71052-CC YES 6.10% YES YES5 LADWP

CONVERT EXISTING 2-UNIT 
APARTMENT INTO 2 
CONDOMINIUMS 
PROVIDING 4 PARKING 
SPACES LOCATED IN THE 
DUAL JURISDICTION OF THE 
COASTAL ZONE.

Westchester - 
Playa del Rey

AA-2012-221-
PMLA

6325 S VISTA DEL 
MAR 90293

APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS

1/27/2012 10/3/2013 Not Specified Not Specifed More than 5% ConformsYES YES YES11

18538 W 
CITRONIA ST 
91324

24-UNITS WITH 54
PARKING SPACES IN THE R3- No Action 
1 ZONE

Northridge WestTT-70896-CC 12

TENTATIVE TRACT 8-UNIT 
CONDOMINIUM 
CONVERSION W/ 16 
COVERED PARKING PLACES

7320 N ETON 
AVE 91303

5/30/2008Canoga ParkTT-69155-CC 3 ON HOLD

CONDO CONVERSION OF 
EXISTING 8-UNIT MULTI
FAMILY RESIDENTIAL 
BUILDING
CONVERT 19 APTS. TO 17 

4/26/2010 RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUMS

Westchester - 
Playa del Rey

9507 S ISIS AVE 
90045

On HoldVTT-70859-CC 11

14625 W 
DICKENS ST 
91403

12/29/2006Sherman OaksTT-68654-CC 5 TERMINATED

AA-2009-1850-
PMLA

2031 S CORINTH 
AVE 90025

CONVERT EXISTING DUPLEX 
TO TWO CONDOMINIUMS

6/16/2009 4/23/2010West Los Angeles 11 TERMINATED
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23 UNIT RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

21350
PARTHENIA ST

1/17/2007 7/15/2009Canoga ParkTT-68304-CC 3 TERMINATED

AA-2007-967-
PMLA

4502 W SATURN 
ST 90019

4-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
CONVERSION

2/27/2007 1/20/2010Mid City 10 TERMINATED

15020 W
BURBANK BLVD Sherman Oaks 
91411 
21306 W 
PARTHENIA ST 
91304
1237 S HOLT AVE 
90035
417 N NORTON 
AVE 90004

14 UNIT RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION
22 UNIT RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM
CONVERSION

1/17/2007 6/5/2007TT-68365-CC 2 WITHDRAWN

1/17/2007 7/23/2007Canoga ParkTT-68321-CC 12 WITHDRAWN

9/14/2016 PENDINGSouth RobertsonVTT-74113-CC 5

AA-2016-3790-
PMLA

10/3/2016 PENDINGGreater Wilshire 4
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The Housing Vacancies and Homeownership provides current information on the rental and homeowner vacancy rates, and characteristics of units available for occupancy. 
These data are used extensively by public and private sector organizations to evaluate the need for new housing programs and initiatives. In addition, the rental vacancy rate is 
a component of the index of leading economic indicators and is thereby used by the Federal Government and economic forecasters to gauge the current economic climate.

Rental and homeowner vacancy rates and homeownership rates are available for the U.S., regions, states, and for the 75 largest Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs). Data for 
all geographies are available both quarterly and annually. Homeownership rates are also tabulated by age of householder and by family status for the U.S. and regions and by 
race/ethnicity of householder and by median family income for the U.S. In addition, estimates of the total housing inventory and percent distributions of vacant for-rent and for- 
sale-only units are available for the U.S. and regions.
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HISTORICAL CURRENT POPULATION SURVEY/HOUSING VACANCY SURVEY 
(CPS/HVS) CHANGES

Changes in 2017

In the first quarter 2017, the parameters used to calculate standard errors for rates and 
estimates were updated. The factors are evaluated, and updated if necessary, after approximately 
15 months of data have been collected from a new CPS/HVS sample following a decennial 
census. The current sample has been fully phased-in since July 2015.

Changes in 2016

In the second quarter 2016, historical housing inventory estimates were revised based on 
the latest series of independent housing controls, the vintage 2015 independent housing estimates 
issued by the Census Bureau’s Population Division. This includes the housing inventory time- 
series data from 2010 through the first quarter 2016. The vintage 2015 estimates are 
benchmarked to the 2010 Census. The same general procedure will be followed each year in 
revising housing inventory estimates with the most up-to-date independent housing estimates 
available. For an explanation of the methodology used in producing the housing inventory 
independent estimates, please see: www.census.gov/programs-surveys/popest.html

Note: This time series is by the latest “vintage year.” For example, vintage 2015 means that all of 
the estimates in this time series are identified as belonging to "vintage 2015." The 2010 data are 
from the 2015 vintage, the 2011 data are from the 2015 vintage, and so on.

Changes in 2015

In the first quarter 2015, the Current Population Survey/Housing Vacancy Survey began 
using the new Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) definitions that were announced by the 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in February 2013, based on the application of the 
2010 OMB standards to Census 2010 data. The definitions are available at: 
www.census.gov/programs-surveys/metro-micro.html. Caution should be used when comparing 
MSA data for 2015 to earlier data.

In the second quarter 2015, historical housing inventory estimates were revised based on 
the latest series of independent housing controls, the vintage 2014 independent housing estimates 
issued by the Census Bureau’s Population Division. This includes the housing inventory time- 
series data from 2010 through the first quarter 2015. The vintage 2014 estimates are 
benchmarked to the 2010 Census.

Changes in 2014

In the second quarter 2014, historical housing inventory estimates were revised based on 
the latest series of independent housing controls, the vintage 2013 independent housing estimates 
issued by the Census Bureau’s Population Division. This includes the housing inventory time- 
series data from 2010 through the first quarter 2014. The vintage 2013 estimates are 
benchmarked to the 2010 Census.
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Beginning in April 2014, a new sample was phased in over a 15-month period. The 
methods used to select the sample households for the survey are evaluated after each decennial 
census. Based on these evaluations, the design of the survey is modified and systems are put in 
place to provide the sample for the following decade. The previous decennial revision 
incorporated new information from Census 2000 and was complete as of July 2005. The design 
for the entire decade was selected from the 2000 based sample. The most recent revision 
incorporates new information from Census 2010 and was complete as of July 2015. The new 
sample is based on the Master Address File (MAF) compiled during the 2010 Census and will 
use annual selections from the MAF instead of the once a decade sample selection used 
previously.

Changes in 2013

In the second quarter 2013, historical housing inventory estimates were revised based on 
the latest series of independent housing controls, the vintage 2012 independent housing estimates 
issued by the Census Bureau’s Population Division. This includes the housing inventory time- 
series data from 2010 through the first quarter 2013. The vintage 2012 estimates are 
benchmarked to the 2010 Census.

Changes in 2012

In the second quarter 2012, historical housing inventory estimates were revised based on 
the latest series of independent housing controls, the vintage 2011 independent housing estimates 
issued by the Census Bureau’s Population Division. This includes the housing inventory time- 
series data from 2010 through the first quarter 2012. The vintage 2011 estimates are 
benchmarked to the 2010 Census.

Beginning in the first quarter 2012, the population controls reflect the results of the 2010 
decennial census. This change has virtually no effect on vacancy and homeownership rates. 
Research has shown that the new 2010-based controls increased the rental vacancy rate in April 
2010 from 10.43 percent to 10.45 percent - a difference of less than 1/10 of one percent. The 
homeowner vacancy rate remained the same at 2.63 percent, while the homeownership rate was 
up from 66.67 percent to 66.74 percent.

Changes in 2011

In the third quarter 2011, historical housing inventory estimates were revised based on 
the latest series of independent housing controls, the vintage 2010 independent housing estimates 
issued by the Census Bureau’s Population Division. This includes the housing inventory time- 
series data from 2000 through the second quarter 2011. The vintage 2010 estimates are 
benchmarked to the 2000 and 2010 Census.

Note: This time series is by the latest “vintage year.” For example, vintage 2010 means that all of 
the estimates in this time series are identified as belonging to "vintage 2010." The 2000 data are 
from the 2010 vintage, the 2001 data are from the 2010 vintage, and so on.
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Changes in 2010

In the third quarter 2010, historical housing inventory estimates were revised based on 
the latest series of independent housing controls, the vintage 2009 independent housing estimates 
issued by the Census Bureau’s Population Division. The vintage 2010 estimates are 
benchmarked to the 2000 Census.

In the first quarter 2010, the Census Bureau began imputing missing values for the family 
income question, which is used in the homeownership table 8 of the press release. Previously, 
householders not responding to this question were excluded from the homeownership 
calculations for those below/above the median family income level. When compared to previous 
procedures, this change resulted in an increase in the homeownership rate of 1.3 percentage 
points for those at or below the median family income and 0.4 percentage points for those above 
the median family income level for the first quarter 2017. Data users should keep this in mind 
when comparing data from 2010 and later to earlier data.

Changes in 2007

In first quarter 2007, the Current Population Survey/Housing Vacancy Survey 
(CPS/HVS) began using Blaise, a powerful computer-assisted interviewing (CAI) system and 
survey processing tool for the Windows operating system. It is being used for many of the 
surveys now being conducted by the Census Bureau.

Changes in 2003

Beginning in the first quarter 2003, population controls that reflect the results of the 2000 
decennial census were used in the CPS/HVS estimation process for the first time. This change 
had a slight effect on vacancy and homeownership rates, as described below. As a final 
additional step in the estimation process, the estimates were controlled to independent housing 
counts used for the first time in order to produce a more accurate estimate of housing units. This 
makes the CPS/HVS estimates of housing units more consistent with other Census Bureau 
housing surveys. The new housing controls affected the count of all housing units in the sense 
that both occupied and vacant units were ratio estimated to the new control total. Vacancy rates 
and homeownership rates were not affected by this change.

In the first quarter 2003, the CPS/HVS began computing first-stage factors (used for 
weighting purposes) based on year-round and seasonal counts of housing units from the 2000 
decennial. From 1980 to 2002, the CPS/HVS first-stage factors were based on year-round 
estimates only. We believe that this improves our counts of year-round and seasonal units.

The shift from 1990-based to 2000-based population controls (including the weighting 
revision) had a very slight effect on vacancy rates and homeownership rates. Research has shown 
that the new 2000-based controls dropped the rental vacancy rate in the first quarter 2002 from 
9.14 percent to 9.08 percent - a difference of less than 1/10 of one percent. The homeowner 
vacancy rate was revised from 1.67 percent to 1.65 percent, while the homeownership rate was 
revised from 67.82 percent to 67.81 percent.

Beginning in the first quarter 2003, the questions on race on the CPS were modified to 
comply with the revised standards for federal statistical agencies. Respondents are now allowed
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to select more than one race. The Hispanic/Non-hispanic origin question continues to be asked 
separately.

Changes in 1994

Beginning in the first quarter 1994, a new weighting procedure was implemented based 
on the 1990 decennial census. The 1990-based weighting produces produced an estimate of the 
total housing inventory about 0.1 percent lower than the 1980-based weighting. Generally, the 
vacancy rates were only minimally affected, while the homeownership rate was about one-half of 
a percentage point lower with the new weighting procedures.

Also beginning in the first quarter 1994, the CPS/HVS became a fully computerized 
survey with the implementation of the Computer Assisted Survey Information Collection 
(CASIC). The CASIC tools consist of state-of-the-art computer-assisted modules for data 
collection and processing. Although the concepts, definitions and questionnaire items remain the 
same, the shift to CASIC may affect vacancy rates and homeownership rates. The Census Bureau 
was unable to determine the quantitative effects of the use of CASIC on the vacancy and 
homeownership rates. Data users should use caution when comparing data for 1994 and later 
with earlier data.
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SOURCE AND ACCURACY OF ESTIMATES

Source of Data

The estimates presented in this report were primarily based on data obtained from the 
Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey/Housing Vacancy Survey (CPS/HVS). The 
populations represented (the population universe) are all housing units (vacancy rates) and the 
civilian non-institutional population of the United States (homeownership rate). Data concerning 
vacancy rates and tenure of occupied housing units were from the monthly sample of the CPS. 
The data presented are averaged for the three months - January, February and March 2017. The 
average weighted response rate for the first quarter 2017 was 85.6 percent.

Distributions of characteristics of occupied housing units in detailed table 3 were from 
the American Housing Survey (AHS). The distributions were applied to the CPS/HVS housing 
inventory independent estimates to obtain the characteristics of occupied housing units used in 
this report. The Survey of Construction (SOC) and the Consumer Price Index (CPI) also were 
used to improve estimates of the rent distribution.

The 2015 AHS sample spread over 309 sample areas, comprising 900 county and county 
equivalents with coverage in each of the 50 States and the District of Columbia. Of the 82,000 
housing units both occupied and vacant contained in the AHS sample, 69,500 were interviewed 
and 12,500 were classified as "Type A noninterviews" for various reasons. An additional 3,382 
units were visited but were not eligible to be interviewed for the purposes of AHS. A detailed 
description of the AHS sample design and estimation procedure can be found here: 
https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/ahs/tech-documentation/def-errors-changes.html

CPS Design

Since the inception of the CPS in 1940, the sample has been redesigned several times to 
upgrade the quality and reliability of the data and to meet changing data needs. From July 1995 
to March 2004, the CPS/HVS sample was selected from a frame based on the 1990 decennial 
census. From April 2004 to June 2005, the sample consisted of sample units drawn from both the 
1990 and 2000 decennial censuses. From July 2005 to March 2014, the sample consisted of 
housing units drawn from Census 2000, along with housing units built after April 1, 2000. 
Beginning in April 2014, the CPS/HVS sample was based on the Master Address File (MAF) 
complied during the 2010 Census and will use annual selections from the MAF instead of the 
once a decade sample selection used previously.

Beginning in the first quarter 1986, vacant seasonal mobile homes were included in the 
count of vacant seasonal units. This change resulted in a 12 percent increase in the number of 
vacant seasonal housing units.

Beginning the second quarter of 1999, a change was made in the way data for housing 
units in structure were collected. Previously, there was one category to show a 1-unit structure. 
That has been broken into two categories: 1-unit attached and 1-unit detached.

Beginning in the first quarter 2002, the size of the CPS/HVS sample increased to 
approximately 72,000 housing units. This expansion was one of the Census Bureau’s plans to 
meet the requirements of the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP) legislation. Of 
the 72,000 housing units contained in the CPS/HVS sample, approximately 61,200 are eligible 
for interview each month; of this number, 3,900 occupied units, on the average, are visited but
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interviews are not obtained because occupants are not found at home after repeated calls or are 
unavailable for some other reason. In addition to the 61,200, there are also about 10,800 sample 
units in an average month which are visited but are found to be vacant or otherwise not to be 
interviewed. About half of the 10,800 are vacant and interviewed for the HVS.

The CPS estimation procedure for occupied units involves the inflation of the weighted 
sample results to independent estimates of the total civilian non-institutional population of the 
United States by age, race, sex and Hispanic/non-Hispanic categories. These independent 
estimates were based on statistics from the decennial censuses of population; statistics on births, 
deaths, immigration and emigration; and statistics on the strength of the Armed Forces.

The HVS estimation procedure for vacant units is similar to that used for occupied units. 
Weighted sample results were adjusted at the state level using 2010 census vacant counts. A 
second adjustment inflated these results based on the CPS coverage of occupied units by 
geographic areas. As a final step for both the CPS and HVS, all housing unit counts were 
adjusted to reflect independent housing control totals. This change was effective, beginning in 
the first quarter 2003.

Comparability with Decennial Census Housing Data

The most recent research has shown that the CPS/HVS and the 2010 census produced 
significant differences for vacancy characteristics. The rental vacancy rate from the April 2010 
census was 9.2 percent, whereas the CPS/HVS reported the rental vacancy rate of 10.6 percent 
for the first half of 2010. The April 2010 census had a homeowner vacancy rate of 2.4 percent, 
while the CPS/HVS had a vacancy rate of approximately 2.6 percent for the first half of 2010. 
For occupied housing, the April 2010 census produced a homeownership rate of 65.1 percent, 
while for the first half of 2010, the CPS/HVS produced a rate of 67.0 percent. These differences 
illustrate that, for these characteristics as well as others, caution should be used when making 
comparisons between the 2010 census and the CPS/HVS.

Further research has shown that the CPS/HVS and the 2000 census produced significant 
differences for vacancy characteristics. The rental vacancy rate from the April 2000 census was 
6.8 percent, whereas the CPS/HVS reported the rental vacancy rate of 7.9 percent for the first 
half of 2000. The April 2000 census had a homeowner vacancy rate of 1.7 percent, while the 
CPS/HVS had a vacancy rate of approximately 1.5 percent for the first half of 2000. For 
occupied housing, the April 2000 census produced a homeownership rate of 66.2 percent, while 
for the first half of 2000, the CPS/HVS produced a rate of 67.2 percent. These differences 
illustrate that, for these characteristics as well as others, caution should be used when making 
comparisons between the 2000 census and the CPS/HVS.

Research has shown that the CPS/HVS and the 1990 census produced significant 
differences for vacancy characteristics. The rental vacancy rate from the April 1990 census was 
8.5 percent, whereas, the CPS/HVS reported the rental vacancy rate of 7.2 percent for the first 
half of 1990. The April 1990 census had a homeowner vacancy rate of 2.1 percent, while the 
CPS/HVS had a vacancy rate of approximately 1.7 percent for the first half of 1990. For 
occupied housing, the April 1990 census produced a homeownership rate of 64.2 percent, while 
for the first half of 1990 the CPS/HVS produced a rate of 63.9 percent. These differences 
illustrate that, for these characteristics as well as others, caution should be used when making 
comparisons between the 1990 census and the CPS/HVS.
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Most of the concepts and definitions were the same for items that appear in 1980, 1990, 
2000 and 2010 censuses and the Housing Vacancy Survey. However, there was one minor 
difference in the housing unit definition between the CPS/HVS and the 1980 and 1990 decennial 
censuses. The difference was that, in the CPS/HVS prior to 1983, living arrangements containing 
five or more persons, not related to the person in charge, were classified as group quarters; for 
the 1980 and 1990 census, the requirement was raised to nine or more persons not related to the 
person in charge. For Census 2000, the conversion requirement was eliminated. There were some 
differences in what has been counted as housing units between the earlier censuses and the 
CPS/HVS. Descriptions of the differences between earlier censuses and the HVS appear in the 
1985 and earlier reports of this series.

Prior to the first quarter 1990, there were significant differences between the CPS/HVS 
and the decennial censuses. The 1980 and 1990 decennial censuses included vacant mobile 
homes as housing units, whereas prior to 1986 the CPS/HVS did not. However, beginning in the 
first quarter 1986, vacant seasonal mobile homes were counted as housing units in the CPS/HVS. 
In addition, year-round vacant mobile homes were counted as housing units, beginning in the 
first quarter 1990 in the CPS/HVS. Another difference in the housing unit definition between the 
CPS/HVS (prior to 1986) and the 1980 and 1990 censuses was that the CPS/HVS required units 
to be separate living quarters and have direct access or have complete kitchen facilities. For the 
1980 and 1990 decennial censuses, the complete kitchen facilities alternative was dropped with 
direct access required of all units. However, beginning in 1990, the CPS/HVS requirement for 
complete kitchen facilities was dropped with direct access required of all units. Thus, the earlier 
definitional differences were eliminated.

In addition, there are differences between the methodologies used to collect data for the 
CPS/HVS and the censuses. These differences include interviewing procedures, staff experience 
and training; differences in processing procedures and sample designs; the sampling variability 
associated with the CPS/HVS and the sample data from the census; and the non-sampling errors 
associated with the CPS/HVS and census data.

Comparability with Earlier CPS/HVS Data

As stated earlier in this report, beginning in the first quarter 1994 new weighting 
procedures based on the 1990 decennial census were implemented. In addition, the survey data 
collection procedures became fully computerized. Caution should be used when comparing 
current data with unrevised data prior to 1994.

In the first quarter 1990, year-round vacant mobile homes were included for the first time 
as part of the year-round vacant count of housing units. This change was made to make the 
composition of the housing unit inventory for the CPS/HVS similar to the decennial census and 
other surveys, which count all mobile homes as housing units when occupied or vacant 
(available for occupancy on the site). Research has shown that the inclusion of vacant mobile 
homes increased the vacancy rate significantly in some cases. We have revised 1989 data in this 
report to reflect all changes. Caution should be used when comparing data from 1990 or later 
with unrevised data prior to 1990.

In the fourth quarter 1989, new edit procedures were implemented in the CPS/HVS. 
These new procedures were used to allocate cases that would have been classified as "not 
reported" under previous procedures.
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In the first quarter 1980, several changes were implemented in the survey to improve the 
reliability of the data presented. These included adding a supplemental sample, refining the 
estimation procedures, and changing the source of occupied characteristics from the Quarterly 
Housing Survey to the AHS.

Although the above mentioned changes resulted in more reliable estimates, data for 1980 
and later in this report are not completely comparable to data for the fourth quarter 1979 and 
previous quarters, as published in Housing Vacancies reports, series H-111, Nos. 1 to 79-Q4. 
Furthermore, unrevised data prior to 1990 were not completely comparable to 1990 data and 
beyond, due to the inclusion of year-round vacant mobile homes, beginning in the first quarter 
1990. Thus, particular caution should be observed in drawing conclusions about trends that 
extend from before 1980 to 1980 and beyond, and also trends from before 1990 to 1990 and 
later. For comparative purposes, 1979 data in this report were revised to incorporate all changes 
made in 1980, and 1989 data were revised to incorporate all changes made in 1990. Unrevised 
1989 and 1979 data are provided to show the magnitude of the various changes.

Vacancy Rates for Characteristics in Historical Tables 3 and 4

Vacancy rates in historical tables 3 and 4 are based in part on forecasts of occupied 
housing units. These forecasts are periodically revised to incorporate more recent data and 
improved forecasting procedures. In fourth quarter 2013, historical tables 3 and 4 were updated 
to include the most recent AHS data. Beginning in 2013, first quarter 2013 data are based on data 
from the 2011 AHS. Beginning in 2015, first quarter 2015 data are based on data from the 2013 
AHS. Beginning in 2017, first quarter 2017 data are based on data from the 2015 AHS.

For the occupied unit forecasts for the monthly rent categories in detailed table 3, the 
AHS data are updated quarterly to reflect the rise in the cost of renting through the use of the 
residential rent index and the latest available asking rent data for newly constructed rental units.

Caution in Using Seasonal Vacant Data

Analysis of seasonal vacant data prior to the first quarter 1987 has shown that estimates 
for these characteristics have been underestimated by approximately 28 percent. The estimates 
beginning with the first quarter 1987 were adjusted to reflect this.

Accuracy of the Estimates

Since the CPS/HVS estimates are based on a sample, they may differ somewhat from the 
figures that would have been obtained if a complete census had been taken using the same 
questionnaires, instructions and enumerators. There are two types of errors possible in an 
estimate based on a sample survey: sampling and non-sampling. The accuracy of a survey result 
depends on both types of errors, but the full extent of the non-sampling error is unknown. 
Consequently, particular care should be exercised in the interpretation of figures based on a 
relatively small number of cases or on small differences between estimates. The margins of error 
provided for the CPS/HVS estimates primarily indicate the magnitude of the sampling error. 
They also partially measure the effect of some non-sampling errors in responses and 
enumeration; but do not measure any systematic biases in the data. (Bias is the difference 
averaged over all possible samples, between the estimate and the desired value). Approximately
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2 percent of the CPS/HVS households are selected for quality control reinterview each month 
based on the previous month’s outcome.

Non-Sampling Variability

Nonsampling errors can be attributed to many sources, e.g., inability to obtain 
information about all cases in the sample, definitional difficulties, differences in the 
interpretation of questions, inability or unwillingness on the part of respondents to provide 
correct information, inability to recall information, errors made in collection such as recording or 
coding the data, errors made in processing the data, errors made in estimating values for missing 
data and failure to represent all units with the sample (undercoverage). Undercoverage in the 
CPS/HVS results from missed housing units and misclassifying housing units. Ratio estimation 
to independent controls, as described previously, partially corrects for the bias due to survey 
undercoverage. However, biases exist in the estimates to the extent that missed households have 
different characteristics than interviewed households. While highly unusual, HVS interviews 
may not always be complete. In the case of missing information, the data will be allocated. An 
HVS interview is not considered a Type B Noninterview unless the question “Is this interview by 
observation only?” is answered.

Sampling Variability

The margins of error shown in the tables are primarily measures of sampling variability - 
the variations that occurred by chance because a sample rather than the entire population was 
surveyed. The sample estimate and its standard error enable one to construct margins of error - 
ranges that would include the average results of all possible samples with a known probability. 
For example, if all possible samples were selected, each of these being surveyed under 
essentially the same general conditions and using the same sample design, and if an estimate and 
its standard error were calculated from each sample, then approximately 90-percent of the 
margins of error would include the average result of all possible samples.

The average estimate derived from all possible samples is or is not contained in any 
particular computed margin of error. However, for a particular sample, one can say with 
specified confidence that the average estimate derived from all possible samples is included in 
the margin of error.

Standard errors may also be used to perform hypothesis testing, a procedure for 
distinguishing between population parameters using sample estimates. The most common types 
of hypotheses appearing in this report are: (1) the population parameters are identical, and (2) the 
population parameters are different. An example of this would be comparing the vacancy rate 
inside MSAs versus the vacancy rate outside MSAs. Tests may be performed at various levels of 
significance, where a level of significance is the probability of concluding that the characteristics 
are different when in fact they are identical.

To perform the most common test, let x and y be sample estimates for two characteristics 
of interest. Let the standard error on the difference x-y be SEDIFF. If the ratio R = (x- 
y)/SEDIFF is between -1.645 and +1.645, no conclusion about the difference between the 
characteristics is justified at the 0.10 level of significance. If, on the other hand, this ratio is 
smaller than -1.645 or larger than +1.645, the observed difference is significant at the 0.10 level. 
In this event, it is a commonly accepted practice to say that the characteristics are different. Of
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course, sometimes this conclusion will be wrong. When the characteristics are in fact the same, 
there is a 10 percent chance of concluding that they are different.

The Census Bureau uses 90-percent confidence intervals and 0.10 levels of significance 
to determine statistical validity. All statements of comparison in the text have passed a 
hypothesis test at the 0.10 level of significance. This means that, for most differences cited in the 
text, the absolute value of the estimated difference between characteristics is greater than or 
equal to 1.645 times the estimated standard error of the difference. In addition to sampling error, 
the figures in this report, both the estimates and their standard errors, are also subject to rounding 
error.

Illustration of the Use of Tables and Standard Errors

The sample estimate and its standard error enable one to construct a margin of error. A 
margin of error is a measure of an estimate’s variability. The larger a margin of error is in 
relation to the size of the estimate, the less reliable the estimate. For example, the estimated 
percent of all housing units vacant and available for rent is 2.4 percent (Table 10) and the 
standard error on the estimate is 0.1 percentage points (Table A-1). The margin of error is 
calculated as 2.4 percent + (1.645 x 0.1), or 2.4 percent + 0.2. Thus the 90 percent confidence 
interval is from 2.2 percent to 2.6 percent. If all possible samples were surveyed under 
essentially the same general conditions and the same sample design, and if an estimate and its 
standard error were calculated from each sample, then approximately 90 percent of the margins 
of error would include the average result of all possible samples.
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